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Winter Weekend Celebration Turns Into Violent Brawl
"7. '^t^^mmm^BYJIMBARRManaging Editor
Friday's Winter Weekend
party sponsored by the Trinity
College Activities Council
(TCAC) turned violent just after
midnight when a group of
skinheads incited several fights
m the Washington Room. The
party was eventually shut down
by Campus Safety.
According to Campus
Safety, the first fight broke out
in the hallway near the Wash-
ington Room bathrooms. Assis-
tant Director of Campus Safety,
Erin Olson said, "We were told
that skinheads started preach-
ing their beliefs," and the situa-
tion "accelerated from words to
physical confrontation."
Jon Lane '93, President of
TCAC, and an eyewitness to this
altercation, believed that none
of the people fighting the
skinheads were Trinity Stu-
dents. Campus Safety was un-
able to confirm or deny this state-
ment. He stated that the inci-
dent started because one of the
skinheads was "spouting off
abouthis skinhead philosophy."
The Campus Safety officer
that was on duty at the party
tried to separate the individuals
involved in this fight, but fell to
the ground and twisted his knee.
He then called for backups and
several Campus Safety officers,
including Olson responded.
The officers escorted the
skinheads out of the Washing-
ton Room, and according to Mr.
Lane, they were followed by "a
sizable crowd." According to
Olson, the skinheads were be-
ing detained while waiting for a
companion in the Mather Drive-
way when several individuals
(possibly Trinity students) be-
came involved in a verbal argu-
ment with them. These indi-
viduals then became physical.
One student who wit-
nessed the fightsaid thathe saw
a "mob of students" moving
down the driveway towards
Summit Street. Apparently, "A
guy evaded a security officer...
and smashed [a skinhead]
against a parked car." This
skinhead apparently fell to the •
ground, and according to Ms.
Olson, the person was kicked,
and punched while on the
ground in a "mob mentality."
She stressed that the group at-
tacking the skinheads consisted
of only "a handful," but that
there was "a large crowd around
it." She said that the group "did
some damage to the skinhead,"
and that the individual had a
bloody face.
A student said that an-
other skinhead ran off towards
Wheaton to avoid the crowd.
Olson said that the Hart-
ford Police were summoned
twice, once when "things started
heating up inside the building,
and again when things outside
heated up." Just as the Hartford
Police responded to the second
call, the last person who had
arrived with the skinheads
showed up and police escorted
the group out of the area. She
stated that "The skinheads were
Canus Lupug May Appear To Be Doing Well Here, But...
It's A Dog-Eat-Dog World At Trinity
BYJAYAKASIE
Senior Editor
It is 9:25 a.m. on a blus-
tery Monday morning in De-
cember. As students trudge
through the snow to their
classrooms, a certain mem-
ber of the Trinity community
has different concerns.
One is the squirrel that
justran up a nearby tree, teas-
ing and coaxing him to pur-
sue. Another is the tree itself,
oneof many on Trinity's quad
that has hosted past enjoy-
able experiences.
But this member of the
Trinity community, who has
been at the College longer
than many students, is not
welcome by its administra-
tion. Say hello to "Fido."
Fido (his name
changed upon request of his
owner), is one of many dogs
that reside on the Trinity cam-
pus. Like other dogs here,
Pido sleeps in his owner's
dorm room, roams the quad,
and has become a distinctive
part of the Trinity landscape.
For Fido's owner, hav-
ing a dog at school is reassur-
ing and comforting. He said
the old saying - that a dog is
man's best friend - is pretty
accurate for hinv
. *I'd rather spend time
with [Fido] than some of the
goofs 1 know here at Trinity," he
said. "Sometimes I think [Fido]
is smarter than they are."
Growing up canine at
Trinity has its advantages. A
student once jokingly said
that college would be a Uto-
pia if you could live there nnd
enjoy its social benefits with-
out any of the academic
please turn to page 4
Delilah D. Dogg, who belongs to Chaplain Nancy FALLENDER
Charles, is one of Trinity's "non-dormitory" dogs.
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Bim Skala Him plays to a violent crowd in the
Washington Room.
prohibited from coming back on
campus... If they come back, they
will be arrested for trespassing."
One of the skinheads was posi-
tively identified, but another
apparently gave a false name.
Ms. Olson said that they claimed
affiliation with a group called
the "White Aryan Resistance."
They had no relation to anyone
on campus.
Olson stated that alcohol
was definitely a factor in the
situation, and that Campus
Safety shut off the beer at 12:45
SUZANNE FALLENDER
a.m.. The band was also asked
to finish playing around 1 a.m.;
they finished their set, and
played a one song encore.
Nobody was arrested for
the violence, and stated Ms.
Olson, "In order to arrest one
(person), we would have to ar-
rest too many to reasonably de-
tain." She also stated that Cam-
pus Safety is not aware of any-
one being sent to the hospital.
TCAC President Lane
stated that "I was glad thatTrin-
please turn to page 4
Trustee Dinner Addresses
Trinity Social Scene
Hamlin Dining Room, a total of
fifty-eight people attended, in-
cluding nineteen Trustees,
iwenty-three faculty, and sev-
BYJBANBAjRIQNIII
- Senior Ed/to/.-
Organized by Dean of the
Faculty Jan Cohn, the four
Trustee dinners of January 22
were widely praised as an op-
portunity for different segments
of the campus population to
meet and exchange their
thoughts and ideas. This year's
dinner topic was the social life
andatrnosphereatTrinity. "Fac-
ulty and trustee dinners have
been a part of the January
Trustee meeting for seven or
eight years," according to Asso-
ciate Administra tive Dean John
S. Waggett. It was only in the
last, "two or three years," said
Cohn, "that students were in-
cluded too. Since then everyone
has agreed that their input was
invaluable."
Past dinners have focused
on issues such as teaching, fac-
ulty research, and the neighbor-
ing community, but this year
Cohn felt that, "the social issue
suggested itself as the obvious
topic." The four dinners were
hosted by Cohn, Waggett, As-
sociate Academic DeanJ. Ronald
Spencer/and Assistant Dean of
theFacultyGailH.Woldu. Held
respectively in the Austin Arts
Center's Blake Room, the Smith
House's Reese Room, Hamlin
Hall's Faculty Club, and in the
enteen students.
Dean Waggett explained
the evening as an attempt to
"bring together the students and
the board in non-contrived cir-
cumstances.* Explaining the
value of such gatherings,
Waggett continued by saying
that, "the perception has been,
and remains, that these are good,
thorough discussions." Part of
that thoroughness is attributable
to the care with which the at-
tendeesarechosenand matched
up, to represent nearly the en-
tire spectrum of opinion. "The
students, for example, are cho-
sen for their various points of
view, and perhaps because of
the various committees with
which they may have worked
previously," said Cohn. This
balance allowed the dinner con-
versation to be, in Cohn's words,
"very strong and well argued...
exciting even." Of all these din-
ners held so far, Cohn felt this
last one was "the most lively
and forthright/' allowingall the
participants to learn and express
themselves.
These sentiments were
echoed by student Jennie Baker
'93, who said, "I was really sur-
please turn to page 4
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
A fond farewell to Thurgood
Marshall and a look at the future of
the Court. Also look for Chris
Morea's article on Italy's political
woes. Those stories and more in
World & Nation, pages 8,9, and 10.
FEATURES:
This week's Features section is so
risque that the editor skipped the
country. Find out what it's all about.
Also, the long awaited recipe for car-
rot zucchini loaf finally appears.
See Features on pages 17-19.
ARTS:
The Tripod's very own Siskel and Ebert
"take aim" at Sniper in "From the
Back Row" on page 14, as well as a
review of the Toshiko Akikyoshi Jazz
Orchestra on page 15. Previews of
upcoming events also. Pages 14-16.
SPORTS:
Men's and Women's squash continue
their unbeaten streaks on page 24.
The swimmers were hot as well this
week (p 22). Wrestling Captain Matt
Pedersen profiled (p 21). Sec
Scoreboard for stats.
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The Trinity Tripod is published every
Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut. TheTripod office is located
•in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to The
Trinity Tripod. Box 1310, Trinity
College, Hartford, CT 06106. Our
telephone number is (203) 297-2583.
TheTrinityTripod uses the Aldus Page-
maker 4.2 Desktop Publishing System
incoordinatton with the Macintosh com-
putersystein.Headlinesaresetinbolded
Palatino, and the body text is in Roman
Palatino, size 9 automatic leading.
his weekend saw violence at Trinity Col-
lege. The question is, why? Is it simply
because "non-Trinity types" found their
r — n , w a y onto campus in order to watch the
bands which were featured at Friday's Winter Week-
end party, or is it because people are intolerant of one
another? In other words, are we to "export" the
blame for such violence by blaming the "skinheads"
who began preaching their racist propaganda, or by
blaming the effects of alcohol upon the human mind?
, It is so much easier to blame others for our
problems rather than to spread the blame equally
between all involved. It's easier to assume that the
violence can be prevented from happening again by
banning alcohol from events and non-members of
the Trinity community from the campus. But that is
a superficial answer to a problem which runs much
deeper than what we serve at parties and to whom we
allow access to Trinity's campus.
Even if these two bans are successfully enforced,
there is still a third factor to consider. A factor which
cannot collectively be banned from the campus: Trin-
ity students did not sit idly and soberly by while
"non-students" flew at each other in violent, drunken
rage. ,
Some of us reacted violently to "outsiders" who
openly expressed beliefs which we found intolerable,
even though we are taught that the Constitution
guarantees everyone's right to free speech. The Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union does not support the Ku
Klux Klan's racist beliefs, yet when the group sued
several years ago to be allowed to publicize these
views on cable television, the A.C.L.U. represented
their right to do so.
Why didn't we just walk away? Our anger and
resentment is understandable, but does not warrant
physical violence. Perhaps if we had instead ig-
nored those who so deliberately offended us. If we
had showed them that their words carried no weight
with us. If we had banded together to demanded
civilly—but forcefully—that they leave. Then they
would have realized they would not be able to pick
a fight. They would have realized that there was no
fuel at Trinity with which to feed the fire of hatred
and intolerance. But obviously, that was not the
case. There is still fuel for that fire at Trinity College.
Some say that we could not control our own
anger last Friday because of alcohol, but that is an
excuse and not a reason — not a justification — for
our actions. If there had been no alcohol served
Friday night, can we honestly say that the outcome
would have been different? Do we believe that the
influence of alcohol is the sole factor in incidences of
rape or other forms of violence against people?
There is no justification for violence. Violence is like
profanity: we only use it when we can find no other
or no better means of communicating our feelings.
We felt disbelief, frustration, then anger at
what was voiced by "non-students" Friday night—
and we still do — but what if there were no "outsid-
ers" at that party? What if such remarks were




Around Trinity has blanched
at the spate of deceased animals re-
cently found on campus; This past
weekend, reliable Around Trinili/
sources were told of an ex-cat in the
North Campus area. Details were
not known as to the cause of death.
Another reliable Around Trin-
ity source spotted a deceased squir-
rel - apparently frozen- on the Quad-
rangle. This unfortunate victim of
the winter months remained for a
week on the Quad, and was even
seen atop a fire hydrant this week-
end - moved, presumably, by a stu-
dent. Currently, the squirrel is at-
large.
Around Trinity hopes that pet-
owners take care of their pets in the
deep-freeze of February, lest the "No
Pets" policy be enforced more
strictly. Around Trinity also hopes
that the individual who moved the
Squirrel-cicle did so with gloves on,
and that he/she sure as hell ivashed
his/lwr hands.
Buffaloed
Bowls in a row), there is hope. Bills'
coach Marv Levy, notorious for choking
in the big time, may finally get the firing
he deserved long ago. (No one loses that
big and sticks around to hear about it.)
Around Trinity's PREDICTION: Marv
Levy will get the boot sometime very,
very soon.
Two Thumbs Up...
... to Quentin Tarantino's Reser-
voir Dogs, which played the late show
this weekend at the Cinestudio. This
modest independent film, Mr.
Tarantino's debut, is a darkly funny, sur-
real, and visceral caper with an "all-star"
cast (Harvey Keitel, Tim Roth, Michael
Madsen, Chris Penn, and Steve Buscemi).
The acting is excellent, as is the direction
and urgent, funny dialogue (Mr,
Tarantino wrote the screenplay). What
is talked about most, however, is the
graphically disturbing violence which
occurs in the film. Although there are
shades of Van Gogh, and there is a ample
amount of blood, the violence in this
movie is justified. Around Trinity was
thoroughly entertained both Friday and
Saturday nights.
Around Trinity was pleased
with the outcome of Super Bowl
Sunday, and only wishes the margin
of victory were higher. The Dallas
Cowboys defeated the Buffalo(ed)
Bills by a score of 52-17, and while
Around Trinity is not an uncondi-
tional Cowboy fanatic, .Around Trin-
ity, is most definitely an anti-Bill.
Despite the despair which the Bills'
fans may be feeling (their team los-
ing an unprecedented three Super
Social Critique...
This past weekend saw the dearth
of any "official" parties or functions oc-
curring on campus. The TCAC/ORL-
sponsored Bantam Ball, a semi-formal
affair held Saturday night in the Wash-
ington Room, was steadily attended. On
Friday, Betty performed to a packed
house in the Music Dorm. Around Trinity
hopes that "Fro" has maintained his av-
erage of breaking a pair of drumsticks a
gig. Elmo, for the second week in a
row, threw a Late Night at their
house, which was, as usual, a blast.
The bands Tribulations and
Bim Skala Bim played in the Wash-
ington Room on Friday night's
TCAC sponsored Winter Wonder-
land. Musically, the show was solid
entertainment. For the skinhead
angle of their performance, please
see the front page.
Going To The Dogs
Around Trinity was amused
upon entering the dining hall on
Saturday night to discover a
springer spaniel being escorted out
of Mather by "Marriott Dave Jr."
The persistent pooch made its
way back into the dining hall at least
two more times, once skirting by an
employee who was guarding the
door while reading a newspaper.
To the dismay of the Marriott
employee who tried to gracefully
catch the dog without making a
scene, the dog exhibited a fine dis-
play of broken field running.
In another story, hash was
served for brunch on Sunday morn-
ing.
Driveway Crash...
According to an Around Trin-
ity source, an elderly woman in a
Honda backed her Honda at high
speed directly into a cement pillar
on the Mather Driveway. Appar-
ently, the woman didn't hit the
brakes until AFTER hitting it. At
least she didn't hit any pedestrians.
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Government Propaganda Distorts Reality...
Mason Criticizes National Acceptance Of The Persian Gulf War
To the Editor,
I am writing to provide some facts
for your readers who have been blinded
by the media and government for much
too long, and are brain-washed into writ-
ing articles such as "Dreadnaught,"
which appeared in last week's issue.
In no way am I supporting the
Iraqi dictatorial leadership; however, I
am amazed and disgusted that people
with perfectly reasoning minds'take for
granted what was hand-fed to them by
the Bush-led media. A particularly dis-
turbing fact is that we are students, the.
future of the World, and we can't see pas t
Neivsweek and Time, the encapsulated
news "rags" that flow endlessly from the
mailroom. What I would hope to do in
this article'is to provide your readers
with a brief selection of alternative ideas
that are not quite so simple to obtain.
The fact tha t people, led blindly by
nationalistic spirit, agreed wholly with
the government and their beliefs that this
"unprovoked Iraqi aggression" was why
we had to travel around the globe to stop
the "beast," is frightening. The fact that
this invasion of Kuwait was "totally
unprovoked" was probably the biggest
lie sold to the American people in near
history. And why was it that the fact that
the war was practically dictated by the
huge American oil conglomerates never
appeared in the papers or magazines?
To completely understand the ex-
tent of the involvement of these
superprofit U.S. corporations in the war
would take not only a complete disserta-
tion on the subject, but an in-depth knowl-
edge of things that will never become
public. What is common knowledge,
however, as Noam Chomsky asserts in a
Z Magazine article, is how the oil mag-
nates of America are practically buying
oil from themselves. For example,
Citicorp controls virtually all assets of
the emir of Kuwait, a $120 billion invest-
ment. Another example would be the
Rockefeller controlled Chase Manhattan
Bank. This establishment handles the
deposits of the Saudi Arabian oil profits,
which it uses to reinvest to the
Rockefellers^ making no little profit for
itself.
Even with these facts, maybe the
fact that the U.S. invaded for "humani-
tarian reasons," to protect the little Ku-
waiti state being bullied by its neighbor,
outrageous reason for popular support
for involvement. They also did not men-
tion the long standing Kuwait-Iraq dis-
pute which stems entirely from western
involvement in the area. This disagree-
ment is due to the fact that Kuwait was
originally part of Iraq. However, Britain
annexed the area creating the current
border lines. This was done so as to deny
Iraq access to the Gulf, its only port, and
attempt to retain British colonialism in
the area, Although Iraq, traditionally,
never recognized the Kuwait state, the
Hussein regime attempted to resolve the
conflict by redrawing the border. This
was attempted through negotiations by
Iraq, obviously with little consequence.
Meanwhile, Iraq began its drawn
The fact that people, led blindly by nationalistic spirit,
agreed wholly with the government and their beliefs that this
"unprovoked Iraqi aggression" was why we had to travel
around the globe to stop the "beast" is frightening. The fact
that this invasion of Kuwait was "totally unprovoked" was
probably the biggest lie sold to the American people....
would justify the involvement. Chomsky
again states that these reasons are almost
wholly untrue, and that even a cursory
study of Middle Eastern history would
show these to be false.
Another popular alternative press
writer, Joyce Chediac, analyzed the his-
torically significant facts in an excellent
article entitled "How the U.S. Provoked
Iraq." She argues that the fact that Iraq
was unjustified and unprovoked in its
attack is an obvious attempt to create an
Honor Code Defeats Purpose
Of The Collegiate Experience
To the Editor:
Is an Honor Code in the best
interest of Trinity College? Recently the
results of a survey, sponsored by the
Student Government Association, were
published in The Tripod (Dec, 8, 1992).
According to the survey a very small
number of students support the idea of
an Honor Code. I am writing to present
my objection to such a policy. Should
Trinity College support such legislation,
two major aspects of this college envi-
ronment would be influenced. One, the
formal purpose of the college experience
would be diminished (to encourage indi-
viduals to become efficient critical think-
ers), and two, one of the most important
traits that makes Trinity College unique
in the world of higher education would
be greatly impacted, that is diversity.
The purpose of a collegiate ex-
perience is to improve one's ability to
think critically about the events which
occur in everyday life. The Honor Code
diminishes this purpose; instead of pro-
ducing efficient thinkers who are trained
in the development of thesis questions
and their validation, Trinity College
would begin to produce students who
are more concerned with the concept of
"intellectual property." Should the
Honor Code be supported by the student
body and faculty of Trinity College,
grades will eventually be determined on
the method a student employs to pre-
pare an assignment rather than the con-
tent of its message.
Honor is not a character trait
that is acquired because a policy says it is
so. Honor is learned from a lifetime of
experiences, regardless of age. When a
person embarks upon a collegiate career
he or she will meet many different'indi-
viduals, each possessing a different set of
values and experiences. Through these
diverse relationships students begin to
understand the basic values that are im-
portant to many students. Among these
are honor, self-respect, and toleration.
Supporting an Honor Code would do
little to support these values, and do
much to "homogenize" the attitudes of
the student body.
A forma] Honor Code, sup-
ported by the studen t body and ad minis-
tration would be ineffective in solving
the problems of plagiarism and other
forms of cheating found on campus. In-
stead of focusing on the moral condition-
ing of the student population the
administration's efforts should focus on
a flexible academic agenda, one which
changes assignments and exams on a
regular basis. Pursuing this type of pol icy
would reduce the likelihood of academic
dishonesty and provide the students qf




out conflict with its other neighbor, Iran.
Because of the cost of this conflict in
terms of both population and, more im-
portantly, money, Iraq was not able to
concentrate on the oil producing busi-
ness as little Kuwait did.
The main supply of Iraqi oil, and
income, is the Rumaila oil field located
mostly in Iraq, with a small portion in
Kuwait. Using the Iran conflict as a
distraction, Kuwait used slant-drilling
technology to steal millions of barrels of
oil, and many of Iraqi's oil customers in
the process.. As a direct result of this
thievery, Chomsky reports, Kuwait was
able to produce a huge quantity of crude
and exceed its OPEC set quota. Because
of this over-prod uclion the price of oil on
the "open" market was driven way down,
depressing revenues for all members of
the other oil" producing countries, in-
cluding Iraq.
Iraq, already hit hard by the now
decade-long conflict, needed as much
income as possible to rebuild the war-
torn country. Iraq raised many objec-
tions to Kuwait's actions which were
supported by all of the Arabstates except
Kuwait which continued to exceed quota
limits. Iraq claimed that Kuwait's spoils
had caused approximately a$14billion a
year loss to the Iraqi economy. The Ku-
waiti state, in retaliation (or embarrass-
ment) demanded repayment of the $30
billion it had lent Iraq for the Iran-Iraq
conflict. Iraq had recently ended it's
conflict with Iran, but had no means to
kickstart its economy. Inflation hit the
country and plunged it into an unimag-
inable depression.
It was under these conditions,
Chediac says, that Iraq moved against its
neighbor hoping to regain the land it had
originally owned and prospered with.
Henry M. Schuler, director of the energy
security program in Washington, said
that Kuwait's actions had been "...eco-
nomic warfare." The Wall Street Journal
stated that Hussein's actions were one
"...of a desperate man."
This action was no surprise to the
U.S., Chediac continues, as Hussein had
even me t with the U.S. Ambassador April
Glaspie on July 25, eight days before the
invasion. She informed Hussein that
"We have no opinion on the Arab-Arab
conflicts, like your border disagreement
with Kuwait." This attitude was 180
degrees different on August 3, the day
after the invasion, when the U.S. de-
clared that "i( had contingency plans for
military response." The Arab nations
had generally consented that this was an
Arab matter, to be worked out among
themselves, however their opinion had
little significance... the first U.S. troops
were in Kuwait by the seventh of Au-
gust.
Now 1 have no disagreement that
Hussein's violations of human rights in
his own country are horrible and should
be dealt with appropriately, but this ob-
vious distortion of reality, coordinated
by the U.S. government and carried oni
through the media, is something ihaf ail
Americans should be aware of. I simply
ask that your readers do not take all the
sugar-coated "facts" that the government
gives us as actual fact, until they have
read other resources (Chomsky, Chediac,
Tlie Nation, Z Magazine, anything from
Project Bmintrust, Maximum Rock N Roll)





• Write A Letter To The Editor •
The deadline is 5 p.m. on the Friday before an issue is published.
Send them to Box 1310, or put them in the Docex server.
The author's name can be withheld,
but unsigned letters will not be printed?
Volunteers Needed To Support
Striking Workers, Pay Raises
And Safe Workplace Called For
To the Editor:
HUELGA! STRIKE!
So you are overwhelmed by
the poverty and the injustice that many
of the people in our neighborhood face
every day, but you don't know what to
do. The Trinity Posse'is a start but it
doesn't seem to change much, and the
social hardship and economic depriva-
tion appear to be growing larger. Well,
there is one current issue that needs
your immediate support. It is a start in
building a base of well-paying jobs in
Hartford, for the people of Hartford.
The predominantly Puerto
Rican work force of Plastonics, Inc. (230
Locust Street), has gone on strike to se-
cure living wages and a safe working
environment. After voting to have the
International Ladies Garment Workers'
Union (ILGWU) represent them over a
year ago, the workers have not yet been
offered a contract by the company; The
company claims it does not have the
resources to raise the pay of its workers,
but illegally refuses to open its books to
prove it. Workers with years of em-
ployment with the company still only
receive $6 per hour, and are often un-
able to support their families with such
meager pay.
The employees of Plastonics
need all the assistance they can get.
Without community support, they will
be unable to win their struggle. Three
city counci 1 members have already been
arrested for their actions of civil disobe-
dience in support of the strike. Show
your support by joining the employees,
every weekday at 3:30p.m. on the picket
line. It is an invaluable opportunity to
talk with the workers and hear their
stories, while adding your energy into
the struggle. Also, there is an effort to
organize a formal alliance in support of
the workers: please contact either
Chapin Spencer (x3032) or Tim Craine
(x2281) if you are interested.
Sincerely,
Chapin Spencer,'93
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Canine Companions
Add To Campus life
continued from page 1
hassles. Believe it or not, dogs here
actually enjoy this lifestyle..
Their existence at Trinity is
threatened, however. The College's
Office of Residential Life (ORL) sup-
ports its stance that dogs - or any large
pets, for that matter - are strictly for-
bidden in campus residence halls.
"I think ORL's concern is that
though we recognize their impact in
people's lives, a dormitory commu-
nity is by no means a comfortable place
for dogs and people to coexist," said
ORL director Kathleen Duggan.
The Office of Residential Life's
policy has not discouraged "dormi-
tory" dogs. The trend of bringing dogs
to school has become more popular
than ever.
One of the newest additions to
campus is a ten week-old Golden Re-
triever called Lucy. Her owner agrees
that a dog's life at Trinity could be the
envy of many students.
• "Althoughshe'spretlylaidback,
she's going through a chewing stage.
Besides that, her life generally consists
of eating, sleeping, and going to the
bathroom/' he said.
But Lucy's master said that own-
ing a cute puppy can have human ad-
vantages, too.
"Girls love to walk Lucy. She's a
babe magnet," he said.
' AsforLucyherself,herownersaid
thatTrinity is a good place to have a dog.
"It's a big campus, and there's a lot of
room to run," he said. "And she gets
more attention here than if she belonged
"Girls love to walk Lucy.
She's a babe magnet,"
—Lucy's Owner
to someone who worked all day and left
her at home."
As much as Lucy has yet to estab-
lish herself as a part of Trinity's hound
scene, certain dogs actually appear to
gain greater recognition than some pro-
fessors. Reeba is a good example.
This Jack Russell Terrier is com-
monly seen in warmer weather catching
tennisballs in a manner that would make
"Air Major" jealous. A friend of Reeba's
owner said that although this feisty little
dog has an incredible amount of energy,
she can be quite placid.
Kaiser, the Rotweiler owned by Trinity's Dave Woodhovise,
is seen here frolicking with his master. Kaiser, like Delilah,
is a "non-dormitory" dog.
"Sometimes when you're in her
room, she'll puther head in your lap and
go to sleep," her owner's friend said.
"She's like a little woman."
Reeba, who she estimated to be
three years old, is biologically older by
dog standards. That's twenty-one years
old to you and me.
"She's a very friendly dog when it
comes to people," her owner's friend
continued "but she doesn't like other
dogs, except Bosley."
According to Bosley's owner, the
three year-old Black Lab/Doberman mix
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loves chasing squirrels as much as
Reeba loves chasing balls.
"When neither dog is distracted,
they hang out together," he said.
"Once he gets to know you, he
really trusts you, He likes people, and
is just a great guy" Bosley's owner
continued.
His owner also said that Trinity
isagreatplacefordogs,andthatBosley
is happy here.
"It's all fenced in, with lots of
room to run. Bosley has the good life,"
he said.
Chapel Qoister Defaced With Obscene Graffiti
BY CLIFF FULLER
Production Manager
The Trinity College Chapel was
besieged withaspateofgraffitilast week.
According to an official Campus
Safety report, the vandalism was first
discovered bya CampusSafety officerat
approximately 12:05 A.M. on Monday,
January 25th. The officer saw no sign of
the perpetrators when he discovered the
graffiti. . , -.'
The graffiti, which was done in
black spray paint, covered the walls of
the south cloister of the Chapel. The
cloister is a covered, outdoor walkway
found behind the Chapel garden area.
According to the report, the clois-
ter walls were marred with the names
"Joel," "Mike," and "Lisa," as well as
crude depictions of male genitalia.
Director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly believes that there is "no connec-
tion between the vandalism and anyone
on campus." •
Campus Safety, upon discovery of
the graffiti, contacted Buildings and
Grounds (B & G). B & G workers were at
the Chapel the next day, removing the
spray paint from the walls with
sandblasters.
Trinity College Chapel Assistant,
Janet Hansen, applauded the efficiency
and expediency of B & G's efforts to
remove the vandals' handiwork.: '
Both Mrs. Hansen and Mr. Kelly
agree tha t vandalism is a "growing prob-
lem" a t Trinity College, and that attemp Is
to, find those responsible are normally
futile*. Mrs. Hansen said that such in-
stances of vandalism normally did not
occur in the winter months. Mr. Kelly
pointed out the childish mentality
which surrounds such "attacks." "The
bigger deal you make about [graffiti
and other acts of vandalism], the more
you're going to get."
CORRECTION:
Last week's article entitled ait-
borne pathogens should have read
Woodborne pathogens. We apologize
for any confusion this may have
caused. Remeinber, AIDS cannot be
transmitted through the air.
Interaction With Trustees Positive
continued from page I
prised at the incredibly frank and di-
verse opinions. Everybody was really
willing to listen to all sides and deter-
mine what was best for the college."
Elaborating, Baker mentioned that, "I
had never met the Trustees. They all
really got to see a particular kind of
student, and a certain aspect of the cam-
pus that I'm sure surprised them too."
Political Science Professor
Adrienne Fulco also praised the evening
for its openness. "I was surprised at the
candor of the Trustees. It was not an
artificial, pro forma discussion, but genu-
ine, lively, and energized." Comment-
ing on the actual issues discussed at her
dinner, Professor Fulco expresses even
more surprise at, "the expectation on the
part of the mainstream students that the
College must provide a social life."
"There's an enormous amount of
social programming in the dorms, and I
suppose that then becomes the modelfor
students' expectations," Fulcoexplained.
"Still, the students I know best are the
most intellectually stimulating and self-
motivating ones to be found. They gen-
erate their own social life, without wait-
ing for the college."
Though there are no plans now to
expand the Trustee Dinners to include a
.wider range of students, all in atten-
dance seemed to feel that the dinners
. represent an excellent chance for the vari-
ous campus constituencies to learn more
about one another and work together in
the future.
Skinheads Crash TCAC Event
continued from page I
ity students made it known that that
kind of philosophy isn't welcome on cam-
pus."
. ' Ms. Olson was concerned about
the violence, and stated that "The stu-
dents' responding with violence.... put
them on par with the skinheads."
There was much speculation about
why a large number of non-students at-
tended the party. Campus Safety said
that they were told that the band has "a
largefollowing." Itwas also said thatthe
party was announced on Trinity's radio
station, W-RTC, although station man-
ager Pat West, '93 said that, "To my
knowledge, RTC did not publicize the
event."
Olson said that "TCAC was mak-
ing a decent effort to try to monitor who
was serving beer." People believed to be
hon-students were carded at the door
and had their hands marked "NT." Bar-
tenders apparently did not serve beer to
these people.
Lanestatedthatapproximately500
people attended the party, and that a
"significant number" of partiers were
non-students.
Director of Campus Safely, Brian
Kelly said that the incident is "going to
cause us to revisit our policies..." about"
social events and non-students attend-
ing them. He said that nothing like this
has happened before, although there
"was trouble with slam dancing several
years ago, but there was no non-student
interaction."
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!
Brunch 10am - 3pm
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Brian Kelly took time out of his
schedule this week to educate
high school students about the
dangers of narcotics. Mr. Kelly,
who was the former chief of the
narcotics bureau at the Hartford
Police Department, spoke last
Wednesday at RarmingtonHigh
School.
Between a rise in car van-
dalism and the added work that
naturally accompanies a new
semester, he has been exceed-
ingly busy. Yet, Mr. Kelly sees
this as a worthwhile cause, "it's
a good idea,., education is the
most important drug prevention
method."
Mr. Kelly presented a talk
entitled "Narcotics: What's Out
There" at the second annual Pri-
vate Victories seminar. He was
part of a diverse group that
ranged from U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee president Leroy Walker
to Miles McPhersor., a former
professional football player.
Each lecturer gave six
forty minute talks in which the
students were free to choose the
ones that interested them the
most. The object was to educate
kids from all grades and age
levels so that they would know
how to handle themselves in
potentially detrimental situa-
tions. "The best method is.to
deal with it early," said Mr.
Brian Kelly FILE PHOTO
Kelly, "that way we can inform
them to make the right deci-
sions."
Since May, 1990 Mr. Kelly
has been the Campus Safety
Director which has exposed him
stance abuse and decadent be-
havior. He contends, though,
that "alcohol, far more than
drugs, is the biggest problem."
Citing recent statistics, Mr. Kelly
says that cigarettes account for
4000 yearly deaths, and drugs
kill between 10,000 and 15,000
people. Yet over 200,000 deaths,
can be attributed to the use and
abuse of alcohol.
Although Mr. Kelly does
not deny the problem of illegal
drugs in society, he prefers to
attack the larger issue. Obvi-
ously, alcohol can be procured
much easier and at less risk than
drugs, so conventional wisdom
states that it would be the more
frequently abused vice. More-
over, by addressing the prob-
lem early enough he hopes to
cut down the type of inebriated
behavior that plagues college
campuses today.
"I'm happy to do what-
ever I can," said Mr. Kelly. He
also would like to let the Trinity
community know that when-
ever anyone wants to venture
down to thebasementof Mather,
the Campus Safety Director's
door will be open to listen and
help them. •to just about every form of sub-
ORL Program Restructured...
F.Y.I. Program A Positive Step
BY GAIA DILORETO &
CHRIS MOGAN
"News Writers , .••...
F.Y.I.? What is it? Turn-
ing to our all knowing RAs, I
learned that FYI stands for Fresh-
man Year Initiatives.'
F.Y.I, was a program that
was coordinated by Residential
Life's Co-Facilitators with some
assistance from Peer Mentors
and RAs, depending on the sub-
ject matter. This program Was
designed to bring the freshman
class together in a setting other
than the classroom or unitevents.[
In other words, it wouldn't just
be one dorm, or people with just
one area of interest, it would
bring together a diverse cross-
section of individuals. Another
goal of the program was to in-
duce freshman to think about
college on a broader scale, riot
just the social aspect.
Last year, the program was
very effective. There were two
interesting workshops held in
the basement of Jones, one of the
only two all freshman dorms.
One of the discussions was on
theOfficeofResidentialLife. The
other was about sexual assault
and abuse, entitled "Along the
Long Walk," and was held in the
Austin Arts Center. "Along the
Long Walk" was so successful
that a video tape of it was made
that is still used this year.
There were several work-
shops last semester that had to
deal with a wide variety of top-
ics such as, sexual harassment
and abuse, alcohol awareness,
conflict and resolution, and value
and diversity. The first work-
shop was very successful with
an attendance of over 100 stu-
dents. Unfortunately, thelack of
participation caused the pro-
gram to be cancelled, although
some new ideas are pending.
Attendance dropped due
to the necessary adjustments
freshmen had to make entering
into a new environment. .Time
was spent doing work, sleep-
ing, andother forms of recuper-
ating from hangovers. This is a
shame, the workshops were
excellent according to the few
freshman who did attend.
New ideas for the F.Y.I,
include moving the workshops
from the WashingtonRoom into
- the individual freshmen dorms.
This decision will be made by
the residents of each dorm. The
dorm councils would be respon-
sible for initiating new pro-
grams with help from resident




Program, designed to bring fac-
ulty and students together out-
side of the classroom, has been a
major success. Several dinners
have been held in Hamlin Hall
for freshmen and faculty, along
with a special event in the Smith
House during election night.
This program has a lot of money
and needs more input on how it
should be spent.
The RA program has also
been allocated money "to help
educate the freshman class," as
one RA eloquently said. Unit
please turn to page 6
RoggFs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Facplty with ID
•Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
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The stories ivhich you tire about to read are taken directly from
the files of Trinity College's Deportment of Campus Safely. The
names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the
innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects arc innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. Thisfealure of the News section
is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day
work of Campus Safety officers.
Mercedes Manhandled
A student's Mercedes 240D was broken into on January
28. The mellow Mercedes was majestically parked in the
pleasant and plain-old Broad & Vernon lot. The tricky thief •
took a cellular car communicator. For you people who think
you're smart, we can'tcall the thief to beg him to return the car
phone,because he only took the handset, a piece totally useless
without the base. However, should you see some thugfencing
pieces of car phones on Broad street, you may wish to contact
Campus Safety.
The student who owns the melancholy Mercedes appar-
ently had a collection of Elvis tapes in the car, and believes that
some of them are missing. It is not yet clear whether the theft
of the tapes had any thing to do with the recent issue of the Elvis
stamps. . . .
Rooftop Rave
Get a load of this. A student in Jarvis called campus
safety last week to report that there were four students danc-
ing on the roof of his Saab, which was pleasantly parked in the
lovely lot on Summit Street. The student, was unable to
identify any of the car crusaders who were disco dancing
daintily on the roof of his car and at least two others. Campus
Safety later discovered that these individuals were the same
ones that Campus Safety stopped moments earlier for shaking
a street sign on Summit Street. The Security Blotter believes
that alcohol may have been involved. Duh.
Shuttle Smash
On January 21, the off campus shuttle was involved in a
wreck on the corner of Summit & Allen streets. A woman
driving her car up the hill failed to stop at the stop sign and hit
one of Campus Safety's Ford Escort wagons. The woman was
charged with running a stop sign, driving without a license,
and drivingwithqut A valid insurance card. Maybe someone
should have sent her doWn-to Btna. How Could anyone in this
city not have insurance? You know, I wonder what percent-
age of the. employees in downtown Hartford are insurance
salesmen. Never mind. The shuttle was carrying no passen-
gers, and received minor damage.
Bicycle Banditos
Several neighborhood kids were nabbed while trying to
steal parts off a professor's bike. It was not stated whether
these parts were tires & the seat, or handlebar tassels and a
Tony the Tiger rear reflector.
Snow Suspected
The Security Blotter would like to remind all members of
theTrinity community that snow can cause damage to cars.
Apparently snow falling off the roof of Seabury cracked the
windshield of a car owned by Professor Adrienne Fulco. On
the other side of the building, the Security Blotter was almost
buried by snow sliding off the Jarvis rooftop.
Security Screens
Windows in Jackson/Smith, Funston, and Wheaton
were being measured for security screens last week. Screens
are being looked into for all ground level windows that open
in these dorms. The screens will probably be installed over •
Spring Break.
! ^ ^
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MLK Remembrance Enthtisiastically Received
BY BRIAN SATTER
News Writer
A group of 50 - 75 people
gathered in the Washington
room Thursday night to com-
memorate the life and accom-
plishments of Dr. Martin Luther
King. The theme of the evening's
events was "Where Do We Go
From Here?" and the format of
the program consisted of a se-
ries of reflections and opinions
not only about Dr. King, but
about the current state of Afri-
can-Americans in the world to-
day and the direction that needs
to be taken to improve the con-
dition of all minorities in soci-
ety.
The discussion opened
with a note from SG A President,
Quanti Davis '93, who reflected
on the symbolism of the gather-
ing. "This forum is important
because it is the only event on
campus celebrating Dr. King,"
said Davis, "We are delighted at
the turnout because it is com-
*pletelystudentinitiatedandstu-
dent run."
The program then shifted
to a very powerful and enlight-
ening poem from eleven year
old Hope Jackson. The narra-
tive, recited entirely from
memory, was titled "I Too Have
A Dream" and represented the
feelings and emotions of a pre-
teenager who, even at such a
young age, was struck by the
implications of King's achieve-
ments. Jackson's message, "I
hope that all children - white,
black, Hispanic - will be able to
one day walk the s tree ts in racial
harmony," reminded the audi-
ence how important it is to re-
kindle King's purpose and relay
the prospects of hope for equal-
ity to the younger generations.
Following Ms. Jackson's
inspiring verse, Nego Pile '95
led the audience in a moment of
silence for the recently deceased
Thurgood Marshall. From there
the program adopted an open-
mike format where students and
faculty could speak freely.
The tone of the speeches
varied greatly, from eulogizing
King to expressing the need to
continue the advancement of all
minorities. One theme, how-
ever, was consistent through-
out: The struggle for equality
must not only be remembered
one day out of the year, but each
and every day Americans must
strive to solve racial problems.
Professor Jerry Watts ex-
pressed the sometimes shallow-
ness of honoring King one day
out of the year and then putting
his cause out of our minds: "Do
these rituals help?" Watts
asked," They are only escapes -
ways out in absence of an au-
thoritative means of racial con-
frontation."
Pete Friedman '94 took an
optimistic look at the possibili-
ties for minorities under a new
President, "We have the oppor-
tunity to have a President in
office because of blacks, gays,
and minorities, not in spite of
them. We have to keep pressure
on our leaders - there is an obli-
gation to make sure [Clinton]
sticks to his promises - to bring
equality to the United States."
Yet while all were in
agreement that the struggle for
equality needed to continue, a
contrast existed in determining
what method would best accom-
plish this. The discussion turned
to the debate over whether an-
ger or strategy would best
achieve a positive end.
Speaking for the former,
Donna Campbell '93 said, "We
have to get angry. The future
has to be a struggle - and the
struggle won't end until blacks
gain equality in the United
States!" Her passionate plea
continued: "We must challenge
the system in a vocal war - a war
where threats are made. This is
a radical time. You can't dis-
count anger; it's a very sustain-
ing method. We must say 'I'm
not going to take it anymore!'
Anger is the first step. From
anger, strategy can be devel-
After Fierce Competition
Trinity Professor Earns Arts Grant
Dr. Ogden will be gone
for a year beginning in Septem-
ber. He is planning on writing,
traveling and possibly visiting
the Asian countries of either
China or Japan. His plans in-
clude teaching in the.inner city
schools such as the Hartford or
New York city schools. He said,
" I want to be involved in the
whole process of coming to
terms with our urban life." This
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor
Dr. Hugh Ogden has been
a professor at Trinity college
since 1967 teaching various En-
glish and poetry classes. He
received his undergraduate de-
gree from Haverford College
arid went to night school at New
York University. Eventually, he
went to graduate school at
the University of Michigan.
In 1974 he received tenure
and has since published a
book of poetry entitled
Looking For History.
Recently, Professor
Ogden was informed that
he had received funding
from The National Endow-
ment for the Arts, a federal
agency funded by Congress
that gives major competitive
grants of money to writers,
poets, and fiction writers
each year. Professor Ogden
had applied for this grant a
couple times before and this
year won after turning in
the required ten pages of
original poetry - beating out
2,500 other applicants. His Hugh Ogden
poetry wascollectedfrompieces time away will give him an op-
portunity to use his teaching
skills in a different setting.
When asked about how
BETH PIRO
he had written in the last four
years and will appear in a book
he is publishing, Two Roads and
This Spring. he felt about teaching and how
Nassau, Paradise Island
: Spring Break Vacation
Organise q small group for fata trip
Call 1 (BOO) QEF&UN.1
Paradise Island Iltf l l l l i i t l i ;
Kemeniber:




ments, however, were opposed
by Professors Watts, and James
Miller. "We must move beyond
the articulation of anger," said
Watts, "It's not enough."
"We are sitting in myo-
pia," echoed Miller, "but we
must do more than just sit
around and be angry. If you
don't know where you are go-
ing then any road will get you
there. Diffuse the anger and
start from there."
"Strategically, we









"The 'we' pronoun is
wrong," he said, "We
should be saying
'What am I going to
do tomorrow?' The
King celebration is
good, but can you
wake up tomorrow
and do something to
continue?"
The program
lasted a little over an
hour and a half, with
all participating par-
ties invited to adjourn to the
Umoja House to continue the
discussion. Davis was very
pleased with the turnout and
the success of the symposium.
"I'm just empowered to think
that the entire evening is all the
result of the students," he said.
Both students and faculty left
thinking nerhaps just a little bit
harder about what we as a soci-
ety and as individuals must do
to end the hatred and begin the
equality."
BETH PIRO
it has affected his life, Dr. Ogden
commented saying, " I love
working with people who are
growing and developing; it is an
honor to be a part of the growing
life process."
In his spare time, Profes-
sor Ogden gardens, builds
houses, and reads a great deal.
He is very busy as he runs a
radio show on public radio
where Connecticut fiction
wrilersreadtheirwork. The
program is called Connecti-
cut Voices and is hosted by
Professor Ogden and Pro-




Bloomfield High School so
it is apparent that he has
little time on his hands.
However, he has also man-
aged to find time to star in a
play called "Embers" play-
ing in Garmany Hall in two
weeks.
Althou gh Trinity stu-
dents will miss Professor
Ogden next year, it is un-
doubtable that his experi-
ences traveling and work-
ing will only enhance his abili-
ties as a professor.
BY MATT HENRY
Overall Crime Down As
Car Vandalism Booms
Copy Editor
Over the past two years at Trinity, there has been a 16%
decrease in the amount of reported crime. There was a 10%
decrease over the past year. Unfortunately, while the rate of crime
has gone down, there has also been an increase in the amount of
car thefts on campus. Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety said
"there has been an alarming increase in vandalism in the last two
months."
Most of the vandalism include broken windows. "Many of;
the thefts are radios, radar detectors, and things left on the seats
of the car." Between December of 1991 and January of 1992 there
were 6 thefts and 10 acts of vandalism. Between December of 1992
and January of 1993, there were 11 thefts and 20 acts of vandalism.
These figures show a 100% increase in vandalism and thefts
around the Trinity campus.
These acts of vandalism are not exclusive to any particular
lots on campus. "There are 40 or 50 lots on campus to watch," Mr.
Kelly said. "It seems like putting pressure on a bubble, focusing
on one or two areas." Acts of vandalism have been in random
locations. "Thefts havebeenreported everywhere between Vernon
Street to the corner of Wiggins," he continued. Mr. Kelly suspects
that young juveniles are involved in the vandalism and thefts.
"I've been in contact with the Hartford Police about a more
vigorous patrol of the campus," he said.
While the amount of reported car thefts has risen, Mr. Kelly
wishes to stress the decrease in general crime at Trinity. "Crime
in the city has gone up," he said, "while ours has decreased." In
1990 the number of reported crimes was 222. That number
dropped to 206 in 1991 and dropped again in 1992 to 186.
In the Annual Campus Safety Crime Report sent to Dean
Winer, Mr. Kelly says "I am pleased that we are indeed headed in
the right direction. I would note that this reduction will be evident
in the Campus Safety Brochure made available to all members of
the Trinity Community." Crimes listed in the report include,
murders, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny,
motor vehicle theft, and arson. Mr. Kelly concludes his report by
listing the number of security escorts for this year. "In 1992 there
were more than 65,000 escorts provided both on and off campus.
This is a significant increase of 41% from the 46,000 escorts
F.Y.L Program Changed
continued from page 5
events are held monthly,
in hope of uniting the dorm.
Also, study breaks are held ev-
ery Sunday night.
The RAs of each dorm al-
ternate coordina tion of the study
breaks, each coming up with
their own unique themes.
These programs are ex-
tremely successful, but new in"
put is always welcome. If you
are interested, talk to your RA
and share your ideas.
h..
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EXHIBITIONS
Through February
12.— Painting exhibition by
seniors Aurelia Fasano and
Lindsey Marshall. 10 a.m. to




Horace at 2000: Editions and
Translations," an exhibition of
Latin editions of the poet's
work. Prepared by Watkinson
Library. Monday and Friday,
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and







1800,"-an exhibition of books
and manuscripts dating from
1556 to 1798. Prepared by
Watkinson Library Assistant
Curator Margaret K. Powell.
Watkinson Library. Monday
and Friday, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.
Through February 21,
— "Minamata: The Historic
Photo essay by W. Eugene
Smith and Aileen M. Smith,"
photographs from the award-
winning photojoumalists'
landmark 1971 -1974 photo
essay which chronicles the
catastrophic effects of
industrial mercury poisoning
on the fishing city of
minamata, Japan. 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. daily. — Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
Through Monday,
March 15 — A glimpse ofLes
Gras, recent artwork by
Pamela Larson. Moore, Kelli Murphy,










still lifes in various media
depicting life in a rural French
village. Monday through
Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. and Saturdays 12 noon
to 5:00 p.m. Gallows Hill
Bookstore. Reception on
Thursday, February 11 at
5:00 p.m. For more





The U.S. Department of
Energy's Student Research
Sunday February 7 . - Participation is offering
Trinity College Organ Series undergraduate students the
featuring "Working for four
Hands and Feet" performed
by the Chenault Duo
(Elizabeth and Raymond
Chenault of Atlanta, Georgia)
3 p.m. Trinity College
Chapel. General admission:
MUSIC
$5 students and senior
citizens: $3. Tickets will be
sold at the door. For





















initiates include '. •. ..
Bridget Hatt, Lisa; ;
Koch, Terri Lee, Amy
chance to spend ten weeks
next summer collaborating
with Federal scientists on the
cutting edge of research and
development.
This opportunity is
open to seniors, juniors and
sophomores. The deadline
for applying is January 21,
1993. Contact Pat Pressley





Ridge Institute for Science
and Education, P.O. Box





Seniors, there are drop in
hours. Every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 1:30 -3:30
p.m. Thursday's hours have
been extended: 8:30 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. Friday from 9:00-
10:30 a.m. Check out the
Career Counseling
Newsletter. It could make all
the difference.
There is a Summer













Feb. 7 , 8 , 9 7:30 p.m.
9:20 p.nv.
topic of Early American
History and Material Culture
being offered in Deerfield,
MA. This spring, six college
undergraduates from across
the nation will be chosen.
The fellowship covers, books,
and visits to other museums.
Room and board for nine
weeks is $1800. Financial




Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, MA
01342, or by telephoning
(413)774-5581.
CONNPIRG
If you are interested in
politics, the environment, stu-
dent activism, or learning how
a grassroots campaign is run,
come and check ConnPIRG
out; make your voice heard
and your time count.
ConnPIRG is a student-run
environmental group located
on campus. They are a group
of non-apathetic students who
feel like they can get some-
thing done.
Only by actively getting
students involved has
ConnPIRG been able to be so
successful. Come find out
about ConnPIRG's seven
Spring campaigns tonight at





calling all volunteers, calling
people who have an affinity
for working, with the people,
calling just about anyone to
help them in their task to save
the community and in some
way save ourselves. They
are looking for the dedicated,
for the interested, for the
artistic, for the' motivated, the
energetic, the generous and
finally, those who want to lend,
a helping hand. Come to-
.gether right now. Call for
more information on how you
can help one of the best orga-
nizations on campus. The
number is x2693 and ask to
work hard. Listen folks it
doesn't get any better than
this. You can really make a
fundamental change in the
lives of many by devoting
just a little bit of your time to
all those who need it. Re-
member: there is nothing
wrong with lending a helping
hand to those not so fortu-
nate as you.
Page 8
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Budget Defidt Crisis
BY LUKE MADIGAN
World & Nation Writer , :
In 1995 the U.S. government will
no longer be able to afford the interest
payments on the national debt. By 1995,
the projected interest payments on the
debt will absorb 103 percent of all per-
sonal income taxes collected and 85 per-
cent if corporate taxes are included in
the survey. Statistics like these are the
basis for the new book by Harry,E,
Figgie and Gerald J. .Swanson entitled
Bankruptcy 1995.'. ..'!,.'. ,•
In this book, the authors look at
the years of mismanagement of govern-
mental budget and the ineptness and
and states, bank failures are common
andinterest rates are high. This in turn
leads to a depression and our European
creditors insist that the United States
cannot be allowed to walk away from its
obligations to pay back its debt.
In the latter, we succumb to an out
of control inflation rate. The insidious
inflation rate, as with all inflation, will
promote itself, and just like the Weimar
Republic of pre-World War II Germany
the US. dollar will cease to be worth the
paper that it is printed on.
The authors then go into disclaim-
ing some.econpmists' arguments on why
pur mounting debt and annual,deficits
won't hurt us. Though same economists
Though the authors point out that some are more respon-
sible than others they also-note that everyone-should be
held accountable.
lack of concern for the problem by the
politicians that we elect,
: . .. The book goes into detail,about
how the problem originated and how it
has been manifested by each successive
government. The book probes our cur- ••
rentfi seal crisis from it's beginnings with
Lyndon Johnson's trying to.run two si-
multaneous wars, both in Vietnam and
on poverty at home, to the new record
deficits of George Bush. The authors lay
blame for this crisis on the presidents
and Congresses of the last three decades.
Though the authors point out that
some are more responsible than others
they also note that everyone should be
held accountable.
The text alsobutlines two scenarios
that will lead our nation to bankruptcy,
death by panic and death by hyper-infla-
tion. In the first, federal aid is cut to cities
; believe that these two items won't hurt
the American; people, Figgie and
Swanson pose powerful arguments that
they will further ruin the U.S.' sagging
economy. • ;
: , . : Figgie and Swanson in the latter
half of the book, lay out apian that could
help us,a void our impending fiscal crisis.
They give the American people the tools
• needed to help us resuscitate the Ameri-:
can economy and return American to its
once revered greatness.
This, however, will not be an easy
task, and it will take strong political lead-
ership to surmount our economic crisis.
. With President Clinton's latest revela-
tion tnat he cannot get the deficit under
control by his original target date are we
inevitably locked into the destiny that
Figgie and Swanson have laid out for our
Nation? ..-.. , /
Nonsensical Predictions For
1993, Year Of The Rooster
BYMIKEDIBELLA
World & Nation Writer -
Call me soothsayer, conjurer, charlatan, whatever you wish; only Ihave the •
power to see into that murky mist that is the future!, I, the second coming of
Nostradamus, the ancestor of Teiresias, the third cousin of Kreskin, shall en-
lighten you with my art. . , , . : • • • , . . .
First: "The spirit of Karl Marx shall.visit President Bill Clinton and call for
a rebirth of communism and immediate proletariat. Clinton wilHgnore him, and
Karl will be very sad." . ,
Second: "Clinton will be temporarily ousted by a rovingband of Lilliputians
who will in turn be devoured by Clinton in a fit of hunger."
; Third: "Princess Diana willjoin the iJRA'.arid also guest star on Star Search."
Fourth: "The Son of Man, the Messiah, will return to Golgotha to retrieve
his favorite pair of sandals whichhe had left behirid.". ' . , ,.,
. .. Fifth: "You will all wonder why you are, wasting your time reading this."
Sixth: "The Greenhouse Effect and Global W arming will be determined to
be fallacious,.and we'll all sleep.better with.thisburden.lifted from our sunburnt
s h o u l d e r s . " • , >, ;- •;••• '•""" VV'f '" ""-'it-'-:. '
• Seventh: "No orte/ab'sotutely no brre will'UjtteVthe words': Meese makes me
feel giddy." c ;'• . ,._ ,..-.1., ;
; Eighth: "Everyone will get together arid drink Coke and sing that cheesy
song from the seventies commercial and all will be, right with the universe forone
shining moment." • • - . . • ' • • • " •_••• • : • ' • :
Ninth: "Your existence will be likened fo a tennis match with only one
player." ,.•
; Enough of this madness. ' : ' ' : :
I fully realize that this piece is unadulterated absurdity with.absolutely no
relevance to current affairs. Forgive me, the humble World & Nation writer for
failing you, the most holy Reader so miserably. Perhaps if some of you actually
read this section, writers like myself would not be driven to producing such
meaningless chaos as the above. •____
WMEH YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.
: Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties V
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don'l drink
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUHDATIOtTv
A Htpat Man Remembered...
Thurgood Marshall
BY RACHEL GOLD
World & Nation Writer
On Sunday, January 24, 1993,
Thurgood Marshall, who had retired
from the United States Supreme Court in
July of 1991 after 24 years of service died,
reportedly of heart failure, at the age of




 • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • - ' :
Mr. Marshall, born to a teacher
and1 an all-white yacht club steward in
Baltimore/Maryland on July 2,1908, at-
tended that: city's segregated public
school system and was therefore' given
the opportunity to experience, first hand,
what was to become one of his life's"
greatest battles. He graduated cum laude
from Lincoln University, an all-black
college, and went on to graduate first in
his class from Howard University Law
School in 1933. In 1938; Justice Marshall
became chief counsel to the NAACP, and
held: that position , ' .
were by no means limited to his work
done on behalf of his race.
,• Justice Marshall fought for the
rights of all people. I le was an adamant
opponent of the death penalty, a stickler
for First Amendment rights, and a famil-
iar name on dissenting opinions in cases:
which limited the rights of defendants of
all races, colors and creeds. His position
of opposition became particularly promi-
nent as the court became increasingly
more conservative with the nominations
made by Nixbri, Reagari, and Bush to the
court: While the concerns of the nation
focused predominantly on the rising
crime rate; Marshall; in a disserit in Payne
V; Tennessee, held that victim impact
statements in death penalty cases dis-
tracted the jury from the facts of the case
thus impinging upon the rights of the
deferidaht.
Continuing to defend the rights of
"^*—"—' , . • thosewho'sinterests
& He mm adamant oppo- p £
the NAACP that nenf of {fa death penalty, a .Marshall, once again
Marshall argued , . , . ' _- VJ r - V ' in the face of contro-
the historical series StlCklerfotmeFtrSt: ver8£ dissented in
of cases, cuiminat- Amendment, and a familiar the wso's Hams v.
, . ' ; , . ••."'• M c R a e d e c i s i o n
name on dissenting opin- which heid that the
ions in cases which limited
the rights of defendants of
all races, colors and creeds.
ing in 1954 with.






In the spirit of the then-radical civil
rights movements of his administration,
President John F. Kennedy appointed
Marshall, in 1961, to the U.S. Court of
Appeals of New York. 'He was then
moved closer to the Supreme Court by
President Johnson, who nominated
Marshall to become SolicitorrGeheral of
the United States on June 3,1967. After
only two years in this position as the
Justice Department's third-ranking of-
ficer, directing all Supreme and other
federal court litigation, Mr. Marshall be-
came the first black person ever to be
appointed to the XJS. Supreme Court,
becoming the court's 96th justice.
While considered the greatest civil
rights litigator of our time and, other
than perhaps Martin Luther King Jr., the
mds t importan t leader of the Afro-Ameri-
can community, his accomplishments
government was not
obligated to pay for
the abortions of indi-
gent women.
T h u r g o o d
Marshall, in short, was not only a great
lawyer, a great justice, or a great black
man. He was a great human being who
worked hard to establish himself in a
position of authority and then used that
position to work hard on behalf of every-
one else who perhaps didn't have the
same opportunities. His death is a loss
fro all Americans.
"For the first time in history, we
have a man who established a national
reputation as a leading trial and appel-
late litigator, a man who established a
distinguished record as a Federal appel-
lalejudge,,and a man who has served as
the government's chief appellatelirigator,
in the office of Solicitor General." - Sena-
tor Robert Kennedy at the confirmation
hearings of Thurgood Marshall for Asso-
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World & Nation Writer
With the passing of Thurgood
Marshall, this writer felt compelled to
give some reflections on the current Su-
preme Court, and the direction in which
itseems to be headed. During the Reagan
and Bush years, the balance of the Su-
preme Court shifted from liberal to con-
servative. The retirements of liberal jus-
tices such as Brenan and Marshall were
to have a profound impact on this bal-
ance. Bush's appointment of Thomas
and Souter seemed to solidify the conser-
vatism, of the court. ' —
During the Reagan andThe only two liberal
justices who seemed . . . . . . . . t -
to be left were Harry Bush years, the balance of
' Supreme Court shifted
tion. :,
With the election of Bill Clinton,
the balance of the court may again shift
back towards the left. Although the prob-
able retirements of the liberal Stevens
and, Blackman would not dramatically
alter the court, conservative Byron White
(who has served the longest on the cur-
rent court and is getting quite old) may
spon also leave a vacancy. However, Jus-
tices. Thomas, Scalia, and Renquist (the
most conservative justices) seem to be
nowhere near retirement. Given these
prospects, Clinton must be careful in
who he appoints because this country
will have to contend
with him or her for a
long time to come;
Clinton has already
said that if a vacancy
on the court opens,
l
Blackman and John
Paul Stevens. , • on me cuurr opens,
However; from liberal to conservative. thalhewmaJpOh;t
several recent deci- . .. •
sions by the Supreme Court seem to indi-
cate a centrist inclination on the part of
the court that is surprising. Justices
O'Connor, Souter, and Kennedy (all
Reagan/Bush appointees) have vo.ted
liberally on issues ranging from uphold-
ing 8th Amendment rights for prisoners
to abortion. In fact, Justice Souter has
been particularly liberal on several is-
sues. Reagan's appointmentof Kennedy,
a man who has proven to be a moderate
conservative, provides a great deal of
justification to those who successfully
opposed Bork's nomination. The cur-
rent balance of the court is so tenuous
that had Bork been nominated, the court
would have overturned Roe vs. Wade
which gives women the right to abor-
-Governor Mario
Cuomo of New York as a justice. There is
little doubt as to Mr. Cuomo's views on
such issues as abortion and civil rights.
Many justices on the current court
(both conservative and liberal) have ex-
pressed admira tion for the late Thurgood
Marshall and his achievements. It re-
mains to be seen whether or riot this
influence will be reflected in future court
rulings.
Justice Thomas, who replaced
Marshall, has proved to be a stark con-
trast to him in both stature and view-
point. Thomas may well prove to be the
worst enemy of the poor and racially
oppressed. These were two groups who




BY A. BENTAMIN DAWSON
World & Nation Writer . '. '
This year marks the 19th anniver-
sary of the disappearance of Britain's
smallest county, Rutland. Oh April 1,
1974, Britain woke up to one county
fewer; Rutland was gone. The mystery
of its absence from the British terrain is
greatly pondered, and has baffled au-
thorities for years.
Rutland was last seen bordering
Leicestershire, Northamptonshire and
the Midlands, as well as having a nice bit
of beach property facing the North Sea.
It's area was 152 square miles, about 1/6
Rhode Island's area, and had no physical
features to speak of, however, rumor has
it that it contained a large town called
Oakham, which has not yet been con-
firmed although Belgian police have re-
ported to have found it washed up on
one of their beaches.
The dwarfishness of this county-
has resulted in lit tie effect on the cpuntry's
economy. Boasting a cement factory in
Ketton and a clothing factory in Oakham,
people have not really noticed the rea-
GREEKS & CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team, club, etc. pitches,
in just one hour and your group
can raise $1,000 in just a few
days! Plus a chance to earn




different brands of cement, or that the
sweater with different colored sleeves is
no longer available.
For a few years after this disap-
pearance, police frantically probed the
area for the missing county. After search-
ing for the local member of parliament in
London, detectives discovered his recent
emigration to South America and were
subsequently unable to locate him.
A disappointing hope occurred
when Vermont authorities believed they
had found the missing British real estate
100 miles northeast of Albany, New York
but were told by Washington that
Rutland, Vermont had been there for
over 300 years and could not possibly be
the missing plot. In addition,, Rutland,
Vermont citizens had no clue how to
make cement.
Many people are very keen to lo-
cate this great land gone from our earth.
This piece of land that the Encyclopedia
Britannica quoted as having "little role in
English History," must be found. Be-
cause it is without this important land-
scape that such ways as the Great North
Road and the Great Yarmouth Trunk
Road are not intact. British Rails are
unable to run their 9:45 Northampton to
Peterborough express, and Mrs. Blore of
Rochdale was never able to find that
delightful sweater for her grandsons.
Editor's note:
This is a serious article in that
Rutland county did exist at one time
in England. The author neglected to
mention that he grew up in England
and was exposed, I presume, to the




Despite tough economic conditions that began with the downfall of the
Communist Polish government in 1989, Poland has managed to put itself on the
road to economic viability. Reform is by no means complete, but significant steps
in free-market activity are finally visible. What is remarkable about this turn-
around is that it was not achieved totally through central planning by the
government in Warsaw, but rather by a combination of centrally planned guide-
lines that were put to the test by inspired private traders and investors.
Poland's economic turnaround can be best seen through is rise in gross
domestic product and drop in inflation over the past three years. Despite a drop
of 11.5% in the GDP between 1989 and 1990, industrial output was up 10% for the
third quarter of 1992, and the trade surplus has reached the $1 billion mark for the
first half of 1992. Inflation, which had almost reached a devastating 600% in 1990,
had dropped to around 45% in 1992 and is expected to drop to 30% in 1993.
Although this figure still makes for a volatile zloty (the Polish unit of currency), the
trend is encouraging for investors. Part of the recovery can be attributed to several
joint ventures with European companies in 1992. Among these was a $2 billion
deal with Fiat. .
The key behind the weak central government has been its extreme form
of proportional representation, much like that of Italy. Their problems are similar
in that extreme factionalism has made it nearly impossible to keep coalitions, for
there is no majority party, together, never mind getting them to agree on legisla-
tion. Fortunately, before the factionalism stifled any government action, the
central planners were able to get through many macroeconomic reform policies.
Among these was the Balcerowicz plan, named after Leszek Balcerowicz, Poland's
first post-Communist finance minister, which set up an IMF stabilizing program.
This program created-a fixed exchange rate, backed by a $1 billion Western
guarantee, as well as wage indexation. These seemingly obvious reforms paved
the way for privatization to take hold.
There have been some deleterious effects from a lack of strict central
planning. While the small private enterprises have been flourishing under free
trade, the large state industries have been suffering greatly. The formerly heavily
subsidized state industries now find themselves without government funding.
They can no longer operate with an inefficient work force and absolutely cannot
afford to waste fuel as they had in the past. This is especially true now that Polish
industry is susceptible to fluctuations in the world's price of oil. They had formerly
been protected by the central government from such worries. While there have
been attempts to salvage the state industries through the opening of a stock market
as well as through radical restructuring within the companies, the overall benefit
has been minimal at best.
The sudden drop off of the stale industries, which under the Communisi
regime were Ihe most prized jobs to be had, has created a rift in Polish society. For
example, under Communist rule, miners were highly paid and regarded as the
heroes of the economy. There were parades in their honor and much prestige was
bestowed upon them by the Solidarity trade-union. Now, with the decline of their
once powerful industry, the miners are in the opposite standing. They are among
the lowest paid and least socially acceptable people in Poland. These workers are
bitter, and rightly so. . , .
The opposite has been true for the formerly poor traders who traveled
about eastern Europe selling their wares during the Communist era. They were
better prepared for the shift to a free-market system and have been profiting
greatly from it.
Other potential disasters for the Polish economy include the complete
failure of the bankingindustry. A lack of formal bankruptcy procedures combined
with huge backing of state industry by the banks have created a vast amount of
potentially bad debt. A recent audit estimated that somewhere between 1 /5 and
1/3 of the banks' debts may be unredeemable. The future of Poland's banking
industry relies upon the success or failure of the state industry. .
The figures indicate that Poland is on its way toeconomic prosperity, but
there are several problems that must be overcome for this trend to continue. We
can only hope that the central government will work out its differences, possibly
through structural reform of the structure itself, and pave the way for either the
recovery or replacement of the struggling state industry.
Chapel Happenings This Week
February 2 - 8
Tuesday — 5:00 p.m. Evening Prayer, Crypt
Chapel
6:15 p.m. "Teach the Preaqher" and Pizza,
Chaplain's Office .
Wednesday — 5:00 p.m. Evening Prayer,
Friendship Chapel
5:30 p.m. Carillon Class, Chapel
* No Freshfolk Fellowship This Week *
Thursday —5:00 p.m. Evening Prayer,
Friendship Chapel
Sunday — 3:00 p.m. Organ Concert:
The Chenaults
5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass, Chapel
7:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist, Chapel
Monday — 5:00 p.m. Evening Prayer, Chapel
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Italy In Crisis...
Rise Of The Lega Nord
Threatens A Unified Italy
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
World & Nation Writer
The Italian political system is in a
state of decay. Many feel the system is
too corrupt, too unresponsive to change
and out of touch with the electorate.
Reasons for this crisis stem from Italy's
proportional system of representation,
the fall of the Soviet Empire, and the
corruption within the major political
parties.
These developments have dashed
the people's faith in their government.
Faced with these problems, much of the
Italian electorate has begun to search for
a messiah. Many feel this messiah is
Umberto Bossi, leader of the regional,
reactionary parly Lega Nord.
After World War II, war-ravaged
Italy desired a highly democratic form of
government'because the memories of its
fascist past were all too fresh. The pro-
portional system of representation is
highly democratic because virtually any
party can gain entry into the govern-
ment. In each region of Italy, the total
number of votes cast is divided by the
numberof seats up forelection plus two.
For example, if ten thousand votes were
cast in a particular region and 8 seats
were available, a party would need to
receive one thousand votes (10,000 / 8
[seats] + 2 = 1,000) to earn-a seat.
lapse of the Cold War. Although for
decades the PCI denied any ties to Mos-
cow, many viewed the fall of the Soviet
Union as a commentary not only on
Russia's brand of communism but on the
theory itself.
Corruption also runs rampant in
the major political parties and, in turn,
the government. A major abuse is the
sottogovemo which is often called the
parallel government in Italy because the
spoils of office are used to coerce citizens
into voting for a specific party. The me-
chanics of the sottogovemo are as such: a
party assumes control of a major com-
pany and hires only those that will vote
for their party in the ensuing elections.
The DC invested heavily in this system
in order to retain its position of hege-
mony in Italy. With the promise of these
government jobs and benefits, the DC
(and more recently the other major par-
ties, also) ensured a stability of support
during elections.
Dissatisfaction with the parties'
corruptness and power which has ren-
dered the government ineffective has
caused much of the Italian electorate to
rebel. The voters are tossing their old
parties aside in frustration and in ex-
change for regional parties that are more
representative of an area's needs.
The Lega Nord is the strongest of
these regional parties. The Lega is a
The proportional system of representation is highly
democratic because virtually any party can gain entry
into the government.... These parties often have com-
peting goals and incompatible philosophies, therefore
making it difficult for the governing coalition to reach
consensus on all but the most pressing political prob-
lems.
Northern-based party reacting against
the government's draining resources
from the industrial North to finance the
sottogovemo, which is based mainly in
the South. The North pays 82% of the
total taxes in Italy. This money finances
the sottogovemo. The North no longer
wishes to financeagovernmentthatdoes
not benefit them and, in fact, hinders
their economic future.
The South benefits greatly from
the present system. Therefore, the DC
and other similar parlies are retreating
to the South because they are the patrons
of this existing system. Many Southern-
ers feel they must vote for the DC in
order to protect them from Lega Noxd's
reforms, which would end the govern-
ment / citizen relationship they benefit
sogreatly from. Therefore, the country is
becoming geographically polarized.
The North wants political reform
while the South desires the status quo to
continue indefinitely. As the needs of
each region grow further apart, creating
a government that would benefit both
seems less likely.
The Italian political system is defi-
nitely in crisis. A large portion of the
electorate is demanding change. The
present system is skewed for the benefit
of a few. Yet, there is hope for Italy. If a
significant portion of the electorate de-
mands reform, the parties will have to
listen.
Inevitably, this is the strength of a
democracy. A party is only as strong as
the support it can attain. No party, re-
gardless of how well-entrenched it is in
society, can hold onto power without the
vote of the people.
The author ivould like to thank Hans-
GeorgBetzoftheTrinihjCoUege/RomeCam-
pusforhis teachings which have inspired this
article.
Since it is relatively easy to gain
entry to parliament, many parties are
represented. These parties often have
competing goals and incompatible phi-
losophies, therefore making it difficult
for the governing coalition to reach con-
sensus on allbut the most pressing politi-
cal problems.
Unlike the majoritarian system
where one party has control of the gov-
ernment and the competing party serves
as the loyal opposition, a temporary ar-
mistice between the competing parties is
necessary in Italy to form a delicately
balanced coalition. If one member party
finds the coalition no longer serves its
political needs, it withdraws its support
and the government subsequently falls.
To a large extent, the Italian politi-
cal system was shaped by the Cold War.
The Christian Democrat Party (DC)
gained 48% of the vote in 1948 largely
due to their painting the Italian Commu-
nist Party (PCI) as the enemy of the state.
The Catholic Church assisted the DC
because they feared the possibility of a
communist government in Italy. The
Church championed the DC as the party
of liberty while it threatened the Italian
citizens, who were mainly Catholic, with
the fires of hell if they should vote for the
God-less communists. .
The fall of the Soviet Emp ire caused
the DC and the PCI to experience major
identity crises. After their strong start in
1948, the DC continued to rely heavily on
their anti-communist rhetoric in the en-
suing years in order to maintain their
following. The DC was always seen as
the champion of liberty and the enemy of
communism. With the threat of commu-
nism extinct, the DC lost their one and
only means to distinguish themselves as
a viable party option.





The name Roberta Achtenberg was
a rather obscure name up until a few
weeks ago when Bill Clinton decided to
nomina te her to be Assistant Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development for
fair housing and equal opportunity. Prior
to being set for nomination to this posi-
tion, Achtenberg was a municipal offi-
cial in San Francisco who ardently sup-
ported Clinton in his Presidential cam-
paign early last year. She is not expected
to face trouble in winning the Senate
confirmation to the housing post.
Is there anything unusual about
Roberta Ach tenberg being nominated to
this position then? Some might say yes.
Roberta Achtenberg is a professed les-
bian, She resides with Mary Morgan, her
partner, who is the presiding judge of the
SanFranciscoMunicipalCourt. Together,
they have a seven-year old son.
Achtenberg has spent more than fifteen
years as a lawyer and has been a head
executive in gay-
rights organizations. pof ney sflfo> J nope sne j s
At forty-two , ,
years of age, if not the token homosexual
Achtenberg is
elected, she will be
in Bill Clinton's effort to
happy that she is being appointed to this
position. For her sake, I hope sheisnot
the token homosexual in Bill Clinton's
effort to represent every single type of
person in the United States. Minority
groups deserve a shot at every position
in our federal, government. When they
do finally make it though, it is often
dramatized and made to be some enor-
mous ordeal that a person from, in tills
instance, the homosexual community, is
in a posi tion of power. Of course, Roberta
Achtenberg deserves this position, but
politics and the media make it look as
though she received the position only
because she is a woman or only because
she is a lesbian.
This reasoning is most ridiculous.
Rather thandiscussing her qualifications
and her background, we are discussing
Roberta Achtenberg's sexual orientation.
Quite frankly, I don't really care at all
whether or not this woman is a lesbian or
not. What she does in her private time is
absolutely none of my business, and I am
really not interested in knowing aboutit.
Roberta Achtenberg




cording to the Wash-
making $115,700, and represent every single type ington Blade, a gay
• ill b th h i h UJ P e in
she wil e e hig -
est-ranking executive
official in history to States. Minority groups
be an avowed homo- j T , .
sexual, AS for her deserve a shot at every
experience, in 1989, position in OW
Achtenberg repre- '
sented a homosexual
couple, Millie Jensen and Sue Pavlik who
won the right to adopt a rwo-year old
boy who had AIDS. Alameda County
adoption workers were accused of foot-
dragging in the case. Following a thor-
ough examination by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, the announcement of
Ms. Achtenberg's appointment will come
from the White House.
In all honesty, if Roberta
Achtenberg is the most qualified person
to serve in the position she has been









If in fact Ms. Achtenberg is not
prepared for this position, then Bill
Clinton is doing himself, Roberta
Achtenberg, the homosexual community,
and this country a disservice by simply
trying to promote the qualifications of a
lesbian for that reason and that reason
only. Hopefully, the lesson of dancing
around the issues by focusing on per-
sonal characteristics shown in the presi-
dential campaign will be remembered
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Panel Discussions:
•Students share law school experiences
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The Role and Responsibility of Collegiate Press
Who's Actually Reading This?We Am What We Print
THOMAS J. CATLAW
Dialogue Editor ~~~ ~~~~ ~ •
It's probably not possible to distinguish one from the other: does the media
reflect the character of the society which controls it, or rather does the media shape
and control the way society feels about itself? I'm not certain and cannot possibly aid
in the search for an answer to the question. But what I can more usefully examine is
the extent of the mirroring and mimicry which characterizes their relationship. It is
far reaching indeed. How else can we explain America's drive for immediate
satiation and the remarkable success of USA Today? Really, it simply cannot just be
great journalism. What I am suggesting, though, is more than this obvious relation-
ship between our media and American society. I think this obvious thing belies the
fundamental importance of the media, be it honest or corrupt, sensationalistic or
traditional, propagandists or objective. Interrogation of the media is the only
genuine way to interrogate ourselves.
The state of America, of ourselves and our communities is hurled at us every
time we open a newspaper, watch the television, or listen to the radio. What we see
on the television is exactly that which sits on the couch and munches on Combos. I
am It. And It is I. It is You, too. There's no better way to examine the sorry state of
ourselves than to watch the pathetic way we portray ourselves through the media.
The media is about being slick, commercial, and professional— all with the self-
conscious air of indifference and denigrating sarcasm. (Do you watch the New York
What we see on the television is exactly that which sits on
the couch and munches on Combos. I am It. And It is I. It
is You, too. There's no better way to examine the sorry
state of ourselves than to watch the pathetic way we
portray ourselves through the media.
Times' expanding Sports' section?) Do you think we Americans are any different?
From this pessimism, though, there certainly is hope. Namely this: I think, a forceful
assault and drive to change the methods and means of the media can result in a
positive reformation of the ways society conducts itself, and the way individuals
within society conduct themselves.
So what of collegiate press? What of The Trinity Tripod? We're certainly not
exempt from this critique. In fact, to a large extent, we exemplify it. In the short time
I've studied here there has been a remarkable renaissance of this publication. It is
true, this paper used to be a joke, with little or no respect from students or faculty.
How did we view ourselves then when bashing Trinity and boasting of our drinking
habits was our campus pastime? The transformation of the paper by a group of
talented and motivated students simultaneously emerged, I think, with a new
appreciation and respect not simpiy for The Tripod, but Trinity loo. This is a laudable
and noble achievement but it doesn't go far enough.
Trinity needs to evolve and progress far beyond this. We needs to create an
intellectually appreciate environment where the opinions and thoughts,of the stu-
dents are respected and engaged. The Tripod, and collegiate press, in general, needs
to lead this drive for a powerful intellectual and academic environment which must
be subservient to inspired professionalism and hopeless attempts of imitation of
larger and much different information sources. The collegiate press must realize that
its role and responsibility is to promote the ideas of its student population, to give
them respect. I hold the hope that this change within this paper will stir a
reconsideration in this community. ••,•.,._,. - :
Can You Say Tn-tell-ect-ual?'
EMMA IRVING-ROBERTSON
Dialogue Writer
Hands up; Who actually reads The Tripod ? Or do you simply scan it briefly
for five minutes on Tuesday night, desperately trying to turn the pages without
dangling them in your plate of pasta with Alfredo sauce? Is anyone reading this
section? Or is it considered to be "boring", "pretentious", "too much opinion"?
Claiming something contains 'too much opinion' is like saying there are too :
many words. Writingis ALWAYS opinion.,, whether it's about the basketball game,
the Trinitones concert or the city of Hartford. If it's rejected because it is about God,
life and humanity there is firstly, no logic, and secondly, no hope.
Trinity is two thousand people living, thinking, breathing and learning
together: Two thousand intelligent minds expanding, forming ideas and deciding
futures. If the role of a student newspaper is to reflect 'what is going on' then what
goes on for everybody, hours each day, across the entire campus is the reading and
interpretation of new and challenging information: in classes, in discussions and on
our own. This isn't to say a newspaper should discuss class material, or ignore the
hundreds of other things that are important to people's lives every week, but one
small section somewhere should always reflect the fact we are here at Trinity to
expand our minds - intellectually. [Dirty word, I realise].
It is perhaps because of this fact alone that a student newspaper can never
reflect or imitate a 'professional' paper of the 'outside'. The editor of The New York
Times can never ask himself 'Why are my readers in the world?' 'What is their
purpose in being here?' [ and if he could answer these questions he would be a very
rich man]. Yet a student editor does know why; We are here to learn and to prepare
ourselves for the rest of our lives. Any newspaper obviously needs advertising,
obviously needs to 'think business' and obviously needs to describe events and
inform; but student journalism is a different genre and requires different skills and
abilities. It is not simply the place to practise for that big media career we hope to
line up for ourselves. While expecting basic standards of reporting and writing, it
should be accessible, especially on a small campus that can only support one regular
newspaper. "Neutral" reporting and the expression of a wide range of political
viewsandideaScanandshOuldexiStside-by-side.Themostinterestingthinggoing
on in this small block of green in Hartford is going on in the minds of the students
and a newspaper must never forget that.
HOPE INGERSOLL
Dialogue Writer
When the topic for this week was determined -the role of the student press-1
hadn't thought about it very long before I realized that I couldn't really make an
assessment of the situation until I had some idea of exactly what the situation was.
I mean, how many Trinity students actually read the Tripod? What percentage of the
total paperdo they read-10-20-50%? Which sections do they read and why? Basically
I felt that I couldn't make a real contribution to the Dialogue section about this topic
until I heard opinions of other Trinity students -dialoguing- on this subject. I only
talked to about a dozen students, but all of them seemed to have similar sentiments
towards the Tripod and the role of the student press in general. I will quote several
of them directly:
Tohn Catalogna "It's (the Tripod) something to read during dinner. But most
articles aren't really worth reading because it seems like they were written just
to entertain the person who wrote them—the articles don't really inform you about
anything. School newspapers should be around to tell you what's going around
on campus."
Katherine Love "I only read the top ten list 'cause it's funny; the other articles
bore me."
Kyle Ashinhurst "I never read the sports or arts section and the recipe in
features last week was pointless but, 'Along the Long Walk' should be m a n d a -
tory in every issue. Really a student newspaper should be a watchdog
for student interests. That means finding out what those interests are, vocalizing
them, and protecting them- like they did with the Fraternity-Sorority issue."
This is just a sample but basically everyone I talked to expressed that (he reason
they only read maybe 10% of the Tripod was read beca use mostofitjust didn't interest
them. Most of them said it wasn't interesting because they felt as if the articles didn't
pertain to them or their lives at Trinity. If they want real news they'll read a real
newspaper or wa tch the news on TV. The student press seemed to receive i ts grea test
following when it is reporting on issues that affect the lives of students- as students
at Trinity. Everyone I talked to said they most eagerly and completely read the
Tripod when it was reporting on the Fraternity/Sorority issue. The general conclu-
sion that I could gather from my limited research was that the student press is most
appreciated for school information and entertainment.
I can understand the desire of gung-ho reporters who want to include in the
Tripodb'ig feature stories aboul'Somalia, or writers who are passionate and motivated
about different issues that they want to discuss in intellectual and philosophical
detail, but if they're not being read-what's the poinl. In fact, how many people wi\\
actually read this article in its entirely? Probably hardly anybody- so what's Ihe





The diversity of The Trinity Tripod exemplifies to me the true purpose and
goals of a college newspaper. With its many sections and variety of opinions/ the
Tripod provides a place for any aspiringyoung writer to print her or his ideas ,a.nd
attempts to offer something of interest to each of its readers. Since we only have
thisoneprin ted soimdingboardforideasatourCollege,itiscmcialthal: the Tripod
always retain its potpourri of views and ideas. I am reminded of the Russians...,
Russians like to read the newspaper and most of them seem to read more
than one on a regular basis. In any comparison of the United States and Russia,
we usually fare better in respeel to choice, variety, and diversity. Yet I would
argue that Russians boast a richer, broader variety of widely read daily, weekly,
and monthly newspapers than do We Americans. Of course any comparison
borders on the absurd/ if not impossible, as we enjoy the liberty of a free press and
much of the post-Soviel press is stilllearning how to think and write for itself, after
shaking loose theshackles of the parly line and propaganda. Yel, significant is Ihe
point that they indeed maintain a wider variety of newspapers with fairly evenly
distributed readership: Izveslin, the newly independent and moderately liberal
paper; Prnvda, the old Party rag still preaching ils dogma; the very liberal and
controversial Argumenty iFnkty, and the military news called Krnsiiaya Zvesda. In
our country TlteNezo YorkTimes seems to enjoy a monopoly on how we the citizens
acquire our information, which is nol to say that otherpapers are not excellent,bu I
rather to suggest that our sources of thorough daily news are limited.
In Russia/ at any point during Ihe day you can see a woman, man, or child
walk up to one of the countless kiosks and purchase a paper or two, each finding
her or his favorite to satisfy that human need lo learn the events and findings,
These Russian readers, all in their own personalized .way, gather (he facts and
tales of the day. Meanwhile,, everyday here at Trinity College most of us grab our
copy of The New York Times, Oh, yes, it's a great newspaper, but.,.
We acquire the latest facts and some of us even venture into the Op-Ed
pages for a chance to agree or disagree, praise or criticize, and do a little extra
thinking. This is a necessary and sensible manner of remaining well-informed
citizens. But I like the Russian way, too. I like the personalized touch; simply
because it seems more interesting, effective, and fair. And with that,I return from
Russian kiosks to the office of.the Tripod.
Our college newspaper is not the place we go for the important events and
findings of the day, nor is it really a crucial source o/ facts and tales. Rather it is
the place we go to find out what Our fellow students (and faculty and adminlslra-:
tors) are doing and saying. When we read our humble "Tripod, • we agree or
disagree, praise or criticize, and do a little extra thinking;. In order to guarantee
that thinking, that reaction, that possibility to realize, agree, or disagree, we must
preserve the diverse flavor of the paper. The Tripod is NOT-The Neiv York Times
and we should never hope to f hid It as professional, formal, of informative, for it
is a college thinkpaper which connects us all in a network or writing, reading,
reacting, and discussing, • ' : :
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Neighborhood Posse Reaches Out To Hartford Community
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor
Neighborhood Posse is an inno-
vative program a t Trinity which allows
students to interact with members of the
younger Hartford community.
This program was started two
years ago by Neela Takar '93. She de-
cided after meeting a few of the neigh-
have someone to turn to when
there is a problem. It gives them a
chance to have people to talk to,
and it gives them a chance to work
out their problems. The program
really impacts their lives and
proves to be a "source of encour-
agement."
The program has done a lot
to change the members' opinion
"The program gives Trinity students the chance to see
Hartford in a different light. It..brings it to a much
more personal level" — Jodi Falcigno. '93
borhood children that if each child was
paired up with a Trinity student, much
could be accomplished. Thus, the
"Neighborhood Posse" was born, and
its success has been ample as its mem-
bership has doubled in the past year
from thirty to sixty participants.
In the spotlight, we have Jodi
Falcigno '93, a 21-year old senior from
North Haven, Connecticut who has just
received her teaching certification for
grades K-6. Jodi's friend, Jonathan
Alvarabo is a 14-year old seventh grader
who lives on Prospect Street here in
Hartford withhis mom. He enjoys play-
ing football and attends Sedgwick
Middle School. Jodi describes Jonathan
as a "happy child" who knows the dif-
ference between right and wrong. He is
willing to work hard in school and real-
izes the importance of discipline.
Jodi says she realizes that the pro-
gram is not just for her, but for the
neighborhood kids as well. It "bridges
the gap between Trinity and the neigh-
borhood," and it is nice for the kids to
of Hartford as this forbearing,
untouchable city that is com-
pletely separate from Trinity.
"You begin to realize that the chil-
dren have feelings and emotions
and do mostly the same things
kids in suburbia do." They love to
go to the gym and the park. They love to
play outdoors, and aside from a few
environmental differences, the children
are fundamentally the same as the chil-
dren we all know,
Jodisaid, "The programgives Trin-
ity students the chance to see Hartford in
a different light. It changes it and brings
it to a much more personal level," It has
also given Hartford a better view of Trin-
ity to see the students as having a desire
to help and not just take.
Originally, the thought was that
the parents would be hostile to a student
taking over some of their parental re-
sponsibilities, however that was not the
case. The parents love the program and
have been receptive to all that are in-
volved. The program requires that each
Jodi Falcigno '93 with her Neighborhood Posse buddy. SUZANNE FALUNDER
student spend two to three hours a week
with his or her Neighborhood Posse kid.
The children are ages 5-14. They go to the
g y m On S u n - mammm^^mmmmmmmmmmmm
days and swim
in the pool and
ity student rather than her, he declined
and insisted on staying with her. The
close relationship they havefostered was
mmmm^mm—mmmmmmm a p p a r e n t in that
isn't a vlace to be ones la lement-™s
Ibn I U piULC IV Ut prOgram is impor-play basketball, frightened of'Simply because Of tant as it brings
Rick Hazleton ., . . , Trinity closer to
fixed a pro- its economic structure.... Hartf(/rd. Thema.
jority of us live here nine months out of
the year; it is nice to know there is a way
in which we can give back to the com-
munity. It can only remind us that
Hartford isn't a place to be frightened of
simply because of its economic struc-
ture, but rather that the people, and the
children in particular demand the same
needs for love and belonging that we all
have.
gram with Marriott so that the children
can eat Marriott meals two times a week.
One of the best things about the
program that Jodi mentioned was that
Jonathan had become close with a lot of
her male friends. Sometimes, they will
play Nintendo or sports, and he spends
the night over at their rooms sometimes.
When Jodi asked Jonathan if he
wanted to change and have a male Trin-
New Restaurant Something To Munch On..
No Schmucks All I; Top Nosh A Big Hit
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro-Hartford Food Critic
If you're looking for the distinct
taste of a good New York deli, Top Nosh
is a "nosh" above the rest.
Top Nosh is both a take-out deli
and an sit-down restaurant. The atmo-
sphere is appropriate to the type of food
served; it is informal yet comfortable.
To get to the dining section, the
restaurantgoer must pass by a strategi-
cally placed refrigerated display case
which is filled with interesting as well as
tempting looking varieties of food. To
the rear are an assortment of tables.
The menu is comprised of many
New York deli favorites, and includes a
selection of Middle Eastern specialties.
When it comes to Pastrami
on Rye, I don't kid around.
I have had them all But, I
must say, this was on my
top ten list. Only if you're
willing to take a two hour
ride to Manhattan will
you find a comparable
sandwich.
Gefilte Fish ($3.25) was served
with onions and horse radish.
Andy: This hearty portion of fish
would satisfy even the most pi cky gefilte
eaters. Being a frequent eater of this old
fashioned Jewish delicacy, I was sur-
prised to find it among the top gefiltes I
have ever sampled,
Alexandra: Before now, I had only
heard about this ethnic specialty. The
flavor of the fish itself was mild and the
onions and horseradish added just the
right amount of pizzazz. I found it to be
surprisingly good.
Pastrami on rye ($6.25) was ac-
companied by a choice of cole slaw or
potato salad. With this, we elected to
have the coleslaw.
Alexandra: This is one of my all
time favorite sandwiches and I was not
in the least disappointed. The rye bread
was pleasantly chewy and the meat was
tender. The coleslaw was not drowned
in dressing and it was quite tasty.
Andy: When it comes to Pastrami
on rye, I don't kid around. I have had
them all. But I
must say, this
was on my top
ten list. Only if
you're willing
to take a two




will you find a








From the Middle Eastern section
we selected falafel ($5.25). This, too,
came with a choice of cole slaw or potato
salad. For comparison, we now chose
the potato salad.
Andy: In all honesty, this was the
best falafel on which I have ever dined.
The sauce had just the right amount of
bite, and was not overwhelmingly spicy,
like some others I have had. There was
just the right mix of fresh, crunchy veg-
etables and the falafel was fried to per-
fection.
I got so carried away, I nearly de-
voured the whole thing, before
Alexandra could even lay her eyes on it.
The potato salad was simply marvelous
and was a rare treat for my eager taste
buds.
Al exandra: Gee Andy, i t seems like
the falafel was a real hit with you. I
would be inclined to agree. A pi ta pocket
was stuffed to overflowing with falafel
along with an assortment of fresh veg-
etables, such as carrots, peppers, toma-
toes, and cucumbers. The finishing touch
was a distinctive creamy Middle Eastern
dressing. An equal to this sandwich has
yet to be found. The potato salad was as












ite. I prefer sweet
baked beans and
these had a strong
tomato flavor. At
best they can be
described as inter-
esting.
Andy: I myself was never a fan of
baked beans. As the old proverb goes,
"Beans, Beans, they're good for your
heart..." Anyway, these did not make
me a convert.
And how could the meal be com-
plete with out Dr. Brown's original cream
soda ($.95) which is always delicious.
The desert menu was extensive.
Chocolate mousse cake, carrot cake, and
blueberry pie were just a few of the
choices. Since Top Nosh is a New York
style deli, we opted for the cheesecake.
Andy: Normally, I find cheesecake
quite filling and unpleasantly heavy, but
to my surprise, after one bite I seemed to
be floating on a cloud of light and airy
pleasure.
Alexandra: I have to agree with
Andy. Mostoften cheesecake is too dense
for my palate or my stomach. But not at
Top Nosh. This was more like a souffle
than a cheesecake and the flavor was
delicately delicious.
Top Nosh is located in the quaint
center of West Hartford at 29 South Main
Street, a pleasant drive from the Trinity
campus. Not only do the serve dinner,
but breakfast and lunch as well. The
restaurant is open seven days a week
6:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m., and Saturdays
until midnight.
Andy: As far as delis go I give it
four Jewish stars out of five,
Alexandra: I think Andy should
have the last word.
Hockey Anyone?
At present, the Hartford Whal-
ers are coming off a loss to Ottawa,
and are still playoff contenders (sort
of; they're not mathematically elimi-
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A Blitz Situation: HART's Mike Menatian
HART stands/or Hartford Areas Rally
Together, a citywide pressure group that acts
as an advocate for the citizens of Hartford.
Mike Menatian has been working for HART
for seven years, currently as a lead organizer.
Throughout the interview, he was energetic
and anxious to speak, often spinning with a
few coins on his table while I tried to keep up
with what he was saying.
On HART and Hartford
Jay Wise: So what do you do, here
at HART?
Mike Menatian: Well, I'm the lead
organizer here at HART; I've been here
seven years, I supervise three other orga-
nizers, I also organize here in the Frog
Hollow area. And we work on a number
of issues, from crime groups, groups of
parents working on schools like Bums
School, Sanchez School — we were suc-
cessful in getting the Sanchez School built
— we have a home ownership program
to help people buy homes here in the
neighborhood, we have this new revital-
ization effort ...so we work on any issue
the community brings forward that af-
fects a large segment of the community,
that we can try to address and we can try
to solve.
We try to attack it, and we do that
by working with people in the neighbor-
hood, and they put together a strategy to
attack these issues and solve them. You
know, I work personally on all these dif-
ferent fronts.
JW: Is that what HART tries to do in
Hartford?
MM: The whole philosophy of this
organization is one of empowerment,
where people have been, for years, in
most cases, affected by some community
problem that they've been frustrated
about, and on their own have been un-
able to address. What we do in pur orga-
nization is work with those individuals,
and show them that, by banding together,
they can effect change, and they can make
this city the city they would like it tobe. In
most cases, that's a cleaner city, a safer
city, a city where there's fairness with
taxation... our organization is there to—
it's almost the way a union works in a
large factory. Our interests are that of
the people that live in this community.
They need to have a say in the way this
ci ty's run, the way the community's run,
the way the neighborhood functions,
the way it looks — and in most cases,
they don't. Because no one takes the
time to ask them, or to get their input.
Not only do we ask and try to find out,
we also try to actualize it.
The Future
JW: Maybe you could talk about
some of the long-term problems Hart-
ford is facing.
MM: I think if you look at Hart-
ford, it's a small city, I think that a lot of
the problems we're facing are short term.
Imean, a problem for Hartford is thatwe
need more investment. Fair enough, we
do. We need more people to live in the
city, to move into the city and live here.
We need to attract more businesses, we
need to create more jobs. Those are the
problems you might say are big prob-
lems that have to be reached, and they
do. However, there's no way I can see us
attracting more people to live in the
neighborhood — and that's good, be-
cause if they live on the property here,
you know, they'll pay taxes here, they'll
spend money here — if we don't solve
the prostitution problem. The drug prob-
lem.
We're not going to completely
solve the drug problem, but you're not
going to attract people and businesses to
live here if they're going to see drug
deals transpire right in front of their
house. These are problems we're wres-
tling with, and we have made subslan-
liarprogress on them. They're Ihe fun-
damental problems we have lo solve
before we can move on.
You're not going to work on a
state strategy if you're angry about the
drag deal that happened in front of your
iTKfc? * I**..
E w Get A Pol Simshed?
"•"•it
US Department of Transportation
house.
On Trinity's Role in Hartford
JW: You mentioned sort a state-
wide agenda...
MM: Well, one thing is... you men-
tioned Trinity's role in the community,
and I want to sort of connect it with that
if I could.
But I certainly think that, over the
last several years, with Tom Gerety as
the President, and with Eddie Perez as
the Community Relations person, we've
seen an increase of Trinity's involvement
in the neighborhood. You can see that in
the interns we have here at HART, the
commitment the institution made to the
home program, the commitment the in-
stitution just recently made to open up a
couple of classes during the week, and
the rec-center. And being part of the
revitalization effort — Tom Gerety's a
big part of that.
So a lot has happened, and we all
have a better relationship, and we're get-
ting a lot more done. Wha t College Demo-
crats did with the bond issues during the
election was important. It was encourag-
ing for people in the community to see
that there were students who were work-
ing and caring about things like this.
There's a lot of opportunity around here
togetsomechangearoundhere. You can
make things happen. What else is there?
JW: Wha t would you say to people
at Trinity who are Wary of getting in-
volved in Hartford?
MM: Why would they be wary?
JW: Well, people who say that
Hartford's not safe, or people who just
say, "why should I care about the place?"
MM: That's a good one. First of all,
I suppose you could go through life be-
ing afraid of everything. I think a lot of
it's perception. If Hull's going to immobi-
lize people, then I don'l Jknow if Ihey can
really experience what life's all about.
There's a lot to be learned from this
city and the people that live here. It's
going to hurt this city and this country
and this nation if we don't get involved.
On a Vision of Hartford
] W: Tell me what you would like to
see happen in Hartford, whatyou would
do, if you had unlimited resources.
MM: The things that I'm talking
about are what people are saying. I'm not
like "you need to do it this way." It's
what I hear, which I think makes a lot of
sense. I mean, I'm a property owner, I've
been living here for seven years. I mean,
we need to tackle unemployment, we
need to have a whole city at work, we
need...
We have to plan for the future, we
have to be looking at what jobs will be
here in 5 years, and we have to be train-
ing now for those jobs in the future.
Every kid's got to go to a decent class,
and a decent school, that's something we
believe. And the fact that the voters of
Hartfordcame out and overwhelmingly
supported those bond issues, in the
middle of a recession... throughout the
city of Hartford, people came out and
voted for it. This city, it sounds kind of
trite, but it does have heart. There are
people here who care. There is a lot of
hope, and I have a lot of a sense of opti-
mism. I'm sorry if I'm rambling, by the
way. What was the question again?
(Laughter)
JW: No, I think what makes these
problems so hard to solve is that they are
so connected to one another. You can't
talk about welfare without talking about
education.
MM: I have a theory abou t Iha t. It's
kind of like the blitz in football. There are
times when you have to rush the line in
football if you want to win it. You can't
sit back and say, "O.K, we built this one
house, aren't we great, or we built this
school, aren't we great." We have to be
simultaneously addressing all these is-
sues. It's aol that easjv because it's a
constant blitz. Bui that's what (fie situa-
tion calls for, and 1" believe if we don'l
•pull it off in a couple of years, that's il, it's
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Sniper i Hits The Target
By Chris Rau and Dana Meachen
TRIPOD FILM CRTIICS
Dana:
Along with impressive scenery, imposing weapons, and overuse, but good
use> of a bullet-cam, Sniper succeeds as a suspense/action movie. It lacks
additional elements that may have made it stand out beyond your basic action
film, but as it is, Sniper is quite an experience.
I feared a little for my life when we went to see this film. The audience was
predominantly male; I think I counted four women in the entire place. But what
was scary was that the men all sat alone - no groups of two or three friends going
out for fun - all of them sat alone as if they came to this film for tips on sniper
techniques. I laid low, and tried to blend in with my chair.
Tom Berengerplays Beckett,aprofessional sniper in the junglesof Panama,
who is assigned toa hit thatwillpreventamilitary coup. He is paired with Miller,
played by Billy Zane. Miller is a naive, arrogant kid from National Security who
has never killed before. Catch some irony yet? Tom loves to kill, liller has never
killed, and by the end they both love to kill. A kind of a teacher/student
relationship develops.
Sniper has everything you could want in a basic action flick. And I am not
totally illiterate in this category of movies, in case you wondered. I'm a die-hard
Arnie fan, as I may have mentioned in previous reviews, and I am a movie-goer
who knows Predator inside and out. That is what Sniper reminded me of. It had
the same effects and suspense among this un-tamed, dangerous, yet exotic jungle.
Berenger was also very good in his role as a likable, yet fine-tuned sniper. You
loved this guy, not because he loved to kill (although he only did kill the bad guys,
of course), but because he had the coolest weapons and you really couldn't see
him when he hid in the bushes.
My only complaint is that the real action didn't start until anhour into the
movie - and it wasn't a very long film tobegin with. The snipers have a mission,
and it's not until they are about to execute it that things go amiss. If that had
happened sooner, the first hour wou Id ha ve been a Iitrie more s limulaling. There
was a tacked-on moral message, too, which the movie could have done without.
Sniper gets two and a half boxes of Junior Mints, because it was definitely
a good action movie, but nothing spectacular. What makes the film is the
suspense of a seemingly easy assignment turned into an unsuspected high-
paced, heart-racing jaunt through the terrifying unknown.
Chris:
Well, Dana has left me almost nothing to talk about. In most respects I must
.igree with her, except that I think the movie was even better than she described.
It's beeri awhile since a good action flick has been released, and Sniper definitely
fits the bill, I was not bored for a second of the almost-two-hour movie!
I disagree that the first hour of the movie was boring. Although I doubted
that the'moviewould keeprrieinterested, expecting a long buildup to a great
finish, and very little.to fill the heart of the film' Sniper starts with an incredible
action sequence, and just keeps flying along. The story keeps inventing people
to kill. I know this sounds a bit harsh, but a little violence once and a while is good
for our base Human instincts. I have not seen this much quality violence since
Under Siege, Total Recall, or Terminator 2.. : '
I'm sorry, Jean Claude Van-Damme and Wesley Snipes, but you're just not
jood. Tom Berenger is a legitimate actor, and this role is perfect for him. Billy
Zane is entertaining as well. I expected his character, to be weak, but he turned out
to be an excellent co-star. It's not easy for an action movie to have two stars that
are both likable, but Sniper pulls it off.
•' \ Dana mentioned the scenery a little, but I have to bring it up again. Along
with the Dolby Sound which made me feel like I was really in the jungle,
everything was incredibly realistic. I never doubted for a minute that anything
was contrived, and that helped this movie to rise to another level.
Obviously it will never win any Academy Awards, but if you just want to
see someone kick-butt, this film is for you. I don't want be seen as sexist, but this
It's been awhile since a good action flick hasbeen released,
and Sniper definitely fits the bill I was not bored for a
second of the almost-two-hour movie.
is a movie to see with "the guys." Dana remarked that the whole audience was
male, and probably also a bit disturbed, but that just helped the overall effect of
the movie. Don't bring your girlfriend to this movie; see it with "your comrades,
your amigos! •
Now I don't know what this says about Dana, maybe she is just a little
sadistic at heart. Hey, if you can find a girl who likes this stuff, take her. Maybe
she has some animal instincts you didn't know about?
Overall, I give this movie three boxes of Junior Mints. I wish it could be
higher, but even I have my standards. To get four stars a movie must not only
psyche me up but leave me with something to think about. Not that this should
be seen as something lacking in Sniper. I like having nothing to think about
sometimes, and Sniper was just something to enjoy. It may not get as much hype
as some other films, but give Sniper a chance, you won't regret it.
Presenting Their 1992-93 Repretoine...
The Bill T.Jones/Amie Zane
Company Comes To Trinity
BY SUNNY ASGHAR
Arts Editor
The Bill T.Jones/Arnie Zane Dance
Company present a selection of their
performances at the Austin Arts Center
Friday, February 5,
Jones is artistic director of the com-
pany and began his dance training at the
State University of New York at
Binghampton, where he studied classi-
cal ballet and modern jazz. It was a fter
he returned from Amsterdam that he co-
founded the American Dance asylum in
1973. he then went on to form the Bill T.
Jones/Arnie Zane Company. Mr. Jones
has choreographed and performed na-
tionally and internationally as a soloist
andduetcompany withhispartner Arnie
Zane.
He has received many commis-
sions to create dances for many modern
dance and ballet companies including
the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
and Boston Ballet, as well as creating as
many as 30 works for his own. In the past
Mr. Jones has worked with opera compa-
nies. In 1990 he choreographed Sir
Michael Tippit's New Year under the di-
rection of Sir Peter Hall, for the Houston
Grand Opera and the Glyndebourne Fes-
tival Opera. He conceived, co-
directedand choreographed Mother Of
Three Sons , which was performed at
Munich Biennale, New York City Opera,
and the Houston Grand Opera.
Mr. Jones'television creditsinclude
Fever Swamp, which was filmed for PBS'
"Great Performances" series, and
"Untilled for Alive from Off Center"
which aired nationally on PBS in July
1989.
Last season a documentary on Bill
T. Jones' Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin/
The Promised Land was aired on Dance in
America as part of PBS' "Great Perfor-
mances" series.
It is no wonder that Mr. Jones has
been awarded the Creative Artists Pub-
lic Service Award in choreography, and
has been three time recipient of Choreo-
graphic Fellowships from the National
Endowments for the Arts. He and Mr.
Zane have also received the New York
Dance and Performance (Bessie) Award
for their Joyce Theater Season, and in
1989 Mr. Jones was awarded another
Bessie for D-Man in the Waters. He has
also been honored with the Dorothy B.
Chandler Performing Arts Award for
his innovative contributions to the per-
forming arts in June 1991.
Arnie Zane was also educated at
the State University of New York at
Binghimton, and began his long collabo-
ration with Bill T. Jones in 1971. Mr. Zane
first received recognition in the Arts as a
photographer when he received a Cre-
ative Artists Public Service Fellowship in
1973.
He received a second Creative Art-
ists Public Service Fellowship in 1981 as
well as two choreographic Fellowships
from the National Endowment for the
Arts in 1983 and 1984. He was also co-
repient with Mr. Jones, in 1980 of the
German Critics Award for his work,
Blauvelt Mountain. Rotary Action, a duet
with Mr. Jones was filmed for television,
co-produced with WGBH-TV Boston and
Channel 4 in London.
Mr. Zane and Mr. Jones have cul-
minated many of their colorful life expe-
riences in the Dance repertoire they
present at Trinity . The performance in-
cludes Red Room (1987), The Gift/ No
God Logic (1987),,Fete.( 1992), Dances
with Brahms (1982), Freedom of Infor-
mation, Section III (1984).
Company members include Bill T.
Jones, Arthur Aviles, Sean Curran, Eric
Geiger, Lawrence Goldhuber, Heidi
Latsky, Jefferey McLamb, Odile Reine-
Adelaide, Maya Saffarin and Andrea
Woods; Torrin Cummings, apprentice,
with lighting design by Robert Wierzal.
This promises to be a noteworthy show.
Love Defined choreographed by Bill T. Jones
amongst his wide ranging repretoire
LOIS GREENFIELD
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The Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra-A Very Moving Performance
BY ALEX JOHNSTON
Arts Writer
When I walked into the
Goodwin Theater in the Austin
Arts Center on Friday night, the
stage was arranged in such a
way as to recall the days of
Lawrence Welk and Benny
Goodman. Big Band jazz had
never been my cup of tea. I had
also never heard jazz, an un-
questionably American form of
music, performed by a Japanese
artist.
However, the Toshiko
Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra proved
itself beyond contention that
evening, performing a diverse
range of jazz influenced by many
Yae Sato carrying fish home. W . EUGENE SMITH
cultures around the world.
The first half of the pro-
gram was devoted to five origi-
nal compositions of Ms.
Akiyoshi's. These pieces ranged
from straight American be-bop
toa piece utilizing Japanese per-
cussion instrumentation.
Of note was a tribute piece
to Ms. Akiyoshi's mentor, the
late Bud Powell, featuring a lav-
ishly dressed Ms. Akiyoshi on
piano. Also of note was a fren-
zied, tension-filled piece about
an eating binge the group went
on while touring in Italy, en-
titled "Feast in Milano."
Finally, the most creative
composition was "Kogun,"
about the true story of a Japa-
nese soldier found in the
Phillipine jungle thirty years afT
ter World War II had ended, still
under the belief that he was at
war. This song featured a highly
emotional and creative flute solo
by the principal soloist of the
evening and Ms. Akiyoshi's
husband, Lew Tabackin. Mr.
Tabackin used his flute to simu-
late' the sound of ancient Japa-
nese wind instruments, done so
by breathing in sharply while
playing.
The second half of the pro-
gram was devoted to the story
of the Japanese town of
Minamata. Minamata had been
a quaint fishing town before the
Chisso Chemical Corporation
set up a factory there. The town
gradually became chemically
intoxicated resulting in the mu-
tations and deaths of over 1,000
people in the small village.
Jeffrey Walker, Director of
Toshiko Akiyoshi And Lew Tabackin.
the Austin Arts Center, began
the presentation by giving a dra-
matic poetic reading about the
village entitled, "A Pilgrimage
to the Sun." The reading was
complete with theatrical light-
ing and sound to heighten the
emotional impact of the drama.
Afterwards, Ms.
Akiyoshi's orchestra performed
an extended piece recalling the
tragedy and chaos which en-
sued in Minamata as a result of
the chemical intoxication. The
piece combined several influ-
ences and seems to be an apt
culmination of the evening's
While the first half of the
program was probably the more
aesthetically pleasing, the sec-
ond ha If was assuredly the most
thought-provoking.
With last Friday's perfor-
mance, Ms. Akiyoshi displayed
her talents not only as an accom-
plished jazz pianist, but also as a
competent performance artist.
She has put out close to twenty
albums, available all around the
world.
I strongly encourage
those people looking for a new
direction in jazz music to sample
some of her music and decide
for themselves.




and Raymond Chenault will
perform in concert at the Trinity
College Chapel on Sunday, Feb-
ruary 7, 1993 at 3 p.m. This
concert is part of the Trinity
Organ Series.
The Chenaults' perfor-
mance will include a world-pre-
miere of their new work, en-
titled "Allegro." ft was written
by English composer and con-
ductor Philip Moore, Mr. Moore
has been Organist and Master of
Music at York Minster since
1983.
The Los Angeles Times says,
"Virtuosic, non-stop attention...
the Chenaults showed mastery
of the various idioms."
The Chenaults have per-
formed widely throughout the
United States and Europe. Since
genre of organ duets through
their commissions.
Some of the composers
they have commissioned in-
clude Gaston Litaize, Naji
Hakim,DanielPinkham, Ronald
Arnatt, and Paul Lindsley Tho-
mas. Some of the duets which
"Virtuosic, non-stop attention... the Chenaults
showed mastery of the various idioms."
—Los Angeles Times
on Minnesota Public Radio's
n a t i o n a l l y - d i s t r i b u t e d
Pipedreams. Gothic Records has
recently released theChenaulls'
first recording, which is entitled
Twentieth Century Organ Music
for Two.
It is available on cassette
and compact disc, and features
some of the works they have
commissioned. BelwinMillshas
published their duets in a col-
lection called The Chenault Or-
gan Duet Library.
Tickets for the perfor-
mances are available at the door.
General admission is $5, and
admission for students and se-
niors is $3. For more informa-
tion, call 297-2012.
1979 they have commissioned
over fifteen organ duets. They
have contributed greatly to the
Hamilton College
Junior Year in France
Academic year immersion program
Preliminary session in Biarritz ^
Regular courses at Paris Universities and Institutes in Arts,
Business Language, French Language and Literature,
Political Science, Social Sciences. Internships.
Full year of Hamilton College credits.
Application deadline: February 15,1993
For brochure and additional information c, .
contact Prof. Ken Uoyd-jones (297-2168) on campus, or RobwF.Skelton,
Programs Abroad Office, Hamilton College, 315-859-4201.
have been widely performed by
them are Rhapsody by Hakim,
The Stars and Stripes Forever by
John Philip Sousa, and Sarabande
with Variations by Arnatt.
The Chenaults, who are
from Virginia, received their
Bachelor of Music degrees at
Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity. Mr. Chenault; received
his Master of Music degree from
the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music. The Chenaults have been
Organists and Choirmasters of
All Saints' Episcopal Church in
-Atlanta since 1975, They have
been teachers at the Lovett
School in Atlanta since 1977.
The Chenaults began
playing organ duets in 1979
when Arthur Wills of England's
Ely Cathedral composed Toccata
for Two for them. They have
been featured at conventions
and conferences of the Associa-
tion of Anglican Musicians, the
Spoleto Festival, the American
Guild of Organists (AGO), and
the American Society for Eigh-
teenth-Century Studies.
They have also been heard Elizabeth and Raymond Chenault.
cowtcfy las 4nf]t>{i<< Tlmrt
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Community...
An Art Exhibition By Two Trinity Students In Mather Art Space
BYKRISTINA RAMANAUSKAS
Arts Writer
Last week on the evening of
Tuesday, January 26th, Trinity hosted
the opening reception for the exhibition
of paintings by two student artists,
upstairs, in Mather Artsspace. The two
artists, Aurelia Fasano and Lindsey
Marshall, both graduating senior?, were
exhibited side by side providing an
interesting juxtaposition yet
complernentary accentuation of their
individual artistic styles.
In Aurelia Fasano's collection,
heavy influences from the paintings and
artwork of Edvard Munch are clearly
evident. Along with Munch, Fasano has
made strict references to other artists and
specific works of art such, as Rodin's The
Kiss and Raphael, by incorporating gold,
spiraling Raphaelite hair on the girl in
Fasano's The Teasing Tree. However,.
Fasano manages to define and cultivate
her own personal style throughout her
impressive body of work. Ms. Fasano's .
paintings'are permeated with a definite
sensuality and as a strong female artist,
has inter-female form throughout her
work. .
Theartist herself found it difficult
to choose which piece was her favorite
except to say that she considered In the
Flesh to be her strongest piece. I would
have to agree with the artist on this
account for this painting was also the
one in which the Munch influences were
most profoundly evident. The painting
examines the theme of "woman being
able to confront her problems" and yet,
at the same time, a definite macabre
quality pervades the work. A woman's
skeletal face impeaches the view er while
an anonymous male figure caresses her
from the side. In conjunction with this,
the entire canvas is pierced with eye-
ca tching acidic pigmentation. In this and
other paintings in her collection, Aurelia
Fasano has expressedher themes utilizing
broad, dynamic brushstrokes and in
reference to her (mainly female) corporal
organic, earthen tones because she not
only found them to be a personal prefer-
ence but because of their "eye-catching"
qualities as well. This labored colour-
choice produced beautiful images hear-
Marshall'swork possesses a definite tangible quality
partly due to the purely organic pigmentation she chose.
depictions, the artist herself sumrhedup
the painting's effect best, "the more
energy the colours had, the more energy
the body had."
The rhythm of the long, sinuous
brushstrokes in works such as The Teasing
Tree, In the Flesh, and Embrace Me
successfully produce an affect which
draws the viewer into the piece.
Unlike Fasano who ̂ majoring in
Studio Art, iindsey Marshall will be
graduating this spring with a major.in
Biology. Ms. Marshall's science back-
ground has added a very unique and
needless-to-say interesting aspect to her
collection of paintings. Marshall's body
of work is much influenced by a form of
organic abstraction practiced by Georgia
O'Keefe. However, instead of concen-
trating mainly on flowers like O'Keefe,
Marshall concentrates on the form and
dynamics of the hand in strong works
such as Finger Forest and Handscape. The
artist's study of the sciences and even-
tual plans to become a reconstructive
surgeon allows her to produce paintings
of intense examination and introspec-
tion. Marshall has a great talent in being
able to closely "dissect" a form and
render it on canvas with in-depth knowl-
edge of that form, much like the tech-
nique practiced by Michelangelo.
Marshall's work possesses a defi-
nite tangible quality partly due to the
purely organic pigmentation she chose.
According to the artist, she chose mainly
kening back to earthen, desert-like imag-
ery as in Arizona and Untitled, the artist's
favorite piece from thecollection. In this
way, Marshall has skillfully managed to
The Trinity College Poetry Center
The Connecticut Student Poels representing five colleges will read their poetry
on Wednesday, February 3, at 8:00 p.m. in the Faculty Club.
The poets are:
Lawrence Fahey — Manchester Cdmrmmity College
Elizabeth Joh -~ Yale University
Rafael Oses — Hartford Art School
Beckey Rodia — Fairfield University
Patricia Sullivan — Southern CT. State University
Come and support the young poets,
Refreshments will be served.
Author To Read In Faculty -dub
BY AMY EMPOLITI
Arts Editor .
On Thursday, February 11, at 4
p.m., Blanche McCrary Boyd will give a
public reading in the Faculty Club in
Hamlin Hall. Ms. Boyd is the author of
The Revolution of Little Girls and The
Redneck Way of Knowledge, as well as two
earlier novels.
The Redneck Way of Knowledge is a
collection of personal essays.
The Revolution of Little Girls is a
novel which takes place in the South
during the 1960's. According to Trinity
College English professor Thalia Selz, it
is made up of what seem to be a collec-
tion of shortstoriesbut actually interlock
to form a novel. It is "delightful, funny,
and deliriously shocking, but very seri-
ous at the same time."
••••••:• This novel is about a rebellious
Southern girl named Ellen* Larraine
Burns, It starts out with her childhood
and follows her life to adulthood.
According to the Atlanta Constitu-
make the connection between the hu-
man body (hands) and the earth. Along
with meticulously chosen colour, the art-
ist has manipulated the texture and ap-
pearance of her oil medium to produce
her desired effects. The sheer gloss of
dark green in Handscape provides the
painting with extensive depth and "ab-
sorbs" the viewer's attention.
Both artists are currently still on
exhibit in Mather; Make every effort to
get a look at their collections soori be-
cause for once, this collection is defi-
nitely worth it. '
Embrace Me By Ayrelia Fasano.
tion, it is "like a psychedelic journey into
a Southern heart of darkness." Ellen is
. many things, such as "a tomboy who
would rather play Tarzan than Jane
('Tarzan had more fun'), a beauty queen
with some dangerous habits, a frantic
virgin, a witless supporter of the Free-
dom Riders, a conventional wife with a
conventional husband and a lesbian revo-
lutionary. (Vintage Books)"'
According to Jim Lehrer, it is "a
novel of fun and tears that leaves behind
a haunting spell.... No one but Blanche
McCrary Boyd could have told this story
and told it so well."
The Revolution of Little Girls was
published for the first time in trade pa-
perback by Vintage Contemporaries on
July22,1992. Itreceivedthe 1992Lambda
Award for Literature.
Ms. Boyd grew up in Charleston,
Sout Carolina, and now lives in Con-
necticut. She is a writer-in-residence at
Connecticut College.
Refreshments will be served after
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Namaskar and welcome toanother edition of IndianDigest. I got a lot of great
mail about; the column and I'd
like tothank all those of you who
made that first issue possible. Be-
fore we go on I must say that the man I interviewed this
week has been a, friend of mine for the four years I've
been at Trinity aiad has remained true to his word and
his character., •
Well, let us get on with this and in. so doing let me
introduce pur feature INDIAN: Ahin Vikram Sayara,
class of 1993.
At age 21 and standing at 5. 11' 1/2, Ahin is full of
optimism, full of the will to persevere, and full of a lot
of great stuff to share with his friends; Ahin Savara
hails originally from Los Angeles, California, though
he has spent a good portion of his life in his current
home state of Oregon. His parents, Mr. Vikram Savara
and Mrs. Nalini Savara, come from the area of Malabar
Hill, nearby to Bombay, and have one other child, a
. daughter, Anu, who is also Ahin's sister. ,
Born on September 30, 1971, Ahin has a true
affinity for life. :•
"My general theory in life," he remarked as we
began our talk, "is to have the best of times."
No description could have said it better, as dur-
; ing our conversation Ahin consistently stopped talking
only to dash towards his CD player to put on another
track of music. At one point early On, he arose from his
chair and reached desperately towards the volume
meter on his stereo system to increase it and cried,
"Slayer is Awesome!" He then proceeded to jump on
his bed crying out "yes!"
For me that said it all. The man loves his music.
Ahin has spent his four college years at Trinity.
When I was a freshman in Jones Dormitory, Ahin
occupied the single across the hall. Even then, could I
see his affinity for music. He used to blast it to hear
particular rifts or random notes that pleased him, or
maybe he would go as far as to repeat certain songs for
periods undetermined but nevertheless annoying.
He was, I assumed, nuts, and sometimes he drove
me crazy, but you know what INDIAN fans? It was the
right kind of crazy. His growth and maturity here at
school reflect what I feel should be commonplace to all
of us who walk these hallowed grounds in search of
self-betterment, or rather making ourselves the abso-
lute best we can be.
Ahin has sought his way to do just that In his .
time here at the coljege, he •co-founded thevjuggling-
club, founded the chess dub ,and created the "Music
Dorm," whicte is housed in Boardwalk. He is also the
Resident Assistant (RA) for the dorm. This is where :
most of the student bands live and/ or practice. Ac-
cording to Ahin, itt provides a valuable asset to the
Trinity Community,,for it eliminates to a large degree
the more than likely numerous noise complaints that
wouldbe called inonaspiringmusicians;ifhisdo£ihtfid,
not exist. ' •
Fostering a tremendous appreciation for learn-
ing, Ahin has made every iffort.to.get.involved jn as,,
many things as he can possibly manage! At Qn&tiirtehe-;
was the Technical directorand at another, promotions
director at WRTC, Trin|ty'sJ,rEydioi statiqn^ where, he.^,
introduced and culti^tedne^ielapiris^ps#i{h \ginj.>?
ous bands' promoters in order to arrange for ticket
giveaways on the show.
At one point Ahin ran his own show called " War-
lock Ways" which featured trie riveting rnusieQf,;the-
immortal band "The GratefulDead-^.^hyi <3*4ybu ask,
was this so important? Well, as Ahin put it, "I learned
how to exploit my resources to their potential,."
This, he said, could be attributed to his:knack-for
"working within the system." From these humble
beginnings, Ahin Savara has literally worked ;his way
up the ladder. As a Junior, Ahin secured an interview
with one of the largest taienfbofaking agencies in the
world, William Morris. Though not.entirelysuccessful,
he was able to establish contacts.
: "I didn't stop. Luckily, I didn't stop," Ahin
remarked as he went on to explain his most recentrun
in with success. A resume put together some time last
year landed Ahin his best position ever as intern with
one of the biggest- if not the biggest- music promoter. .;
in the country, Bill Graham Presents,
please turn to page 18
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,.,,,.. At the end of finals and
the fall semester, I was lucky
enougK to be able to stop in Lon-
don on my way home for Christ-
mas. You may think that Lon-
^don is npt exactly on my way.
home, considering I live in San
Francisco., It has been awhile
since highschpolgeography,but
most of us still realjze that San
Francisco is on the west coast of
the United States, Hartford is
Somewhere near the east coast
kind of near New York, Boston,
East Hartford, and' Berlin (my
east coast geography is still not
all that good- I've only been here
for four years-what
do you want from. ' *
me?), whereas Lon-
don is in Europe,





country in an old Marx Brothers
movie. A fictitious country.
Recently, when a SPY maga-
zine reporter posed as a televi-
sion journalist to interview new
members of Congress and asked
our mighty leaders what they
thought of the situation in
Freedonia, none of them caught
on!
Not a one. They all gave
answers along the lines of, "I
think what's going on in all of
those places is awful," and "\
think it's all so sad." The best
was one Congressman whose
answer was something like, "I'm
not sure what we are doing there,
but ignoring the problem for the
next ten years is not the answer."
Hurray, Congressmen!
Doesn't this bother any-
one? These people are in con-
; trol of the largest economy and
most powerful military in the
,w6rjd. I realize that not every-
one is perfect, and that it is diffi-
cult to get a handle on all of the .
issues but would be reassuring
if at least one of the freshman
congressmen had known that
this was a hoax, or if at least one
had said, "Well, I just don't
know. I've never heard of the
place."" ,M „ .-,'•"
I suppose, in a, way, taisis; -.-
â ..statement about. American
-ip.iople ̂ nd what we expect from '•
our leaders. We expect them to
have all of the answers, and to
be able to solve all of our prob-
lems, to such an extent that if
they don't know the answers
they have to pretend that they
do. •
Also, this shows us how
strange many of our choices for
Congress are. For instance, in
the jatest elections, California
elected two brand new Sena-
tors. One is Barbara Boxer, ac-
knowledged by insiders on
Capitol Hill as one of the least •
intelligent Congressmen.
Tom Campbell, thought
of as one of the most intelligent .
jmen on Capitol Hill, did not
make it past the primaries, los-
inginstead to a conservative tele-
vision talk show host who lives
by himself in a cramped one
room apartment. Hmmmmni....
My story has gotten a bit
off track. So I wa$ on my way to
London because my plane back
to California, home of Senator
Barbara Boxer, had been hi-
jacked.
The hijacker waS a crazed
international terrorist and he
held a gun to the pilot's head.
However^! stepped in, subdued
him With a swift blow to the
temple, and saved the day. I
was awarded the Congressional
medal of honor by California
Senator Barbara Boxer and then
I was falling and falling and....
I woke up. On the plane.
On my way to London. The
moVies were really boring, so I
"slept. Another sleeping aid was
' -{fiat I hadbee'ri getting very little
Freedonia [Answered the Congress-
man]? I'm not sure what's going on
there butignoring it for the next ten
years is not the answer.
sleep the preceding few days
due to a disturbing number of
finals and final papers, and also
that British Airways is very good
about providing beverage ser-
vice.
Eventually I got to Lon-
' don and it was cold. Hartford
had been cold and snowy, but
somehow when there is snow
on the ground the cold seems
more reasonable. London had
no snow, but it did have cold.
The ci ty was in full Chris t-
mas swing. I was going to be
getting home on Christmas Eve,
so I was going to have to do all of
my Christmas shopping there,
which was not a bad proposi-
tion. Regent Street was deco-
rated-with elaborate Christmas
ornaments which spanned the
road. Knightsbridge was full of
shoppers. Hamley's was packed
with wide-eyed children,
Harrod's food halls smelled of
Christmas goodies, and Liberty
had a lot of really nice ties.
The stores were full, and
the sidewalks were packed. This
may have been an annoyance
for the typical Londoner, but for
me, the American guy with a lot
of time on his hands, it was fun,
and i t was a nice way to get into
the Christmas spirit. If the
Christmas spintinvolves spend-
ing a lot of money, that is. Which
it seems to. And this was a nice
place to do it.
One thing which also has
come to mark Christmas time l n
London is the annual IRA Chris t-




" . the IRA calls a truce m
Ireland, suspending
its fight against vari-
ous Protestantfactions
in Northern Ireland,
arid starts its Big Lon-
don Christmas Super
T Bombing Campaign
This involves IRA guys; plant-
ing bombs in a train station or
two, a downtown office build-
ing, and maybe in a crowded
department store.
They also seem to call in
about 8,000 threats a day to the
police. The bombs that go off
usually cause moredamnge than
casualties, and are designed to
make Englishmen feel insecure
on their own territory. OUen
limes the bombs take a few con-
spirators with them.
Londoners generally
seem lo ignore the whole thing,
as much as they can. People
don't walk around wondering
when and if they are going to •
get blown up, they just go about
their business. It's kind of like
the attitude people back in Cali-
fornia have about earthquakes:
you have no idea when one
might happen, and there is noth-
pletuseinm to page 19
DEARDlANEr
y
"years old and have four kids. *
My husband is .in jail where
he.stays quite often,, I have
been faithfulto him all of the
other times he has-been away,
up to about three, or four
months ago. I met a guy with
whom I feel. very comfort-
able. I lpve him very much.
Before I fell in lpve with him
we were just friends, but love
just happened.
Now my husband will
be coming home in February,
andl'mnot really looking for-
wardto it. I just don't under-
stand. Am I falling out of
love with my.husband? I
don't think lam. I feel I love
him, but I don't want to lose
my boyfriend because I love
him also. What should Ldo?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED:
. .•• : .I tsounds as y
married to a'career criminal;
While you were faithful for
most of his sen fences, this'time
was different. Believe me,
that's no surprise to me. I'm
sure that you were lonely and
. frightened, and maybe even a
little bit angry- at your hus-
band for getting into trouble
again. ,'".."
. I personally don't think
a man who is in constant
trouble with the law can be
either a good husband or a
good father. I strongly sug-
gest, that you separate from
him before he gets out this
time. I urge you strongly to
consider divorce. If you do
separate,. I don't think that it
would be a good idea for you
to move right in with your
boyfriend. Give yourself
some breathing space. Date
him, bul don't jump in imme-
diately to another serious
commitment.
Page 18
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! Carrot Zucchini Loaf
2 cups unsifted all-purpose flour
2 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1 1/2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
2/3 cup firmly packed brown sugar
1/4 cup safflower oil
3 egg whites or 2 whole eggs
1/3 cup 3ki,m milk
1/2 cup shredded carrots -
1/2 cup shredded zucchini
Preheat oven to 350 F. Grease an 8 X 4 X
2 1/2 inch loaf pan; set aside.
Combine flour, baking powder, cinnamon and
nutmeg; set aside. In large bowljof electric
mixer, beat brown sugar, with.; oil;.lintil com-
bined. Add egg whites one* at;'-ct̂ tiime until
'blended. Add milk; beat until sugar is
'dissolved, about two minutes. ,
; Mix in one-third of the flour mixture and
-.then one-half of the carrots and one-half of the
zucchini. Repeat, ending with flour, mixing
JUST until combined. Pour into prepared pan.
Bake until cake tester inserted in the
center comes out clean, 45 to 50 minutes; cool
in pan for 10 minutes. Loosen with a metal
spatula; turn out onto a wire rack to cool. If
desired, wrap and refrigerate until ready to
serve.
Makes one 8 X 4 inch loaf, 10 portions.
COMING NEXT WEEK
Brian Johnson's
Tempest In A Teapot
An Illustrated Serial
ONLY IN THE TRIPOD
Indian Digest The Dream Continues
continued from page 17
How did he do i t? Well, according
to him he asked, he pleaded, and he told
them he did not want "money." All he
wanted to do was work for the Impresario
ofRock'n Roll. He did, and the facts do
not lie: he reached over on to the wall
facing the Allen Place street and showed
lme his rock'n roll relics from past con-
certs. It was an amalgam of backstage,
passes, posters that adorned every wall,
and the various stories that accompa-
nied them.
Though he worked mainly within
the advertising department known as
Chutzpah, he made himself a noticeable
asset to the company. Near the end of his
stay they asked him to come back, and
perhaps take on a position yet to be for-
mally decided upon.
That was last summer, and now
Ahin is preparing to do just that.
"In the music business," he as-
serted in a profound manner, "it's music
and that's all."
Ahin has made it to a place many
will only dream about. He has broken
into the music industry. He is on the
inside. Many of us will not see such luck
and many of us will never be fortunate
enough to meet people like Ahin.
A savvy individual with an al-
most frightening will to survive, Ahin
has worked very hard to get where he is
today and what I mean by that, folks, is
employed. In the future Ahin aspires to
attend Harvard Business School, some
four years down the line, and I can only
wish him well. From there onwards,
who knows? It looks as though he will
just have to face the music.
[Editor's note- The writer could
have easily ended this piece with the
phrase Can't Stop The Music, which was
also the name of the stunning screen
debut of The Village People.]
Who Really 'WON'the Super Bowl?
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Features Writer
For those of you who happen to
have disconnected yourselves from
Ameridom for the last few hours, the
Cowboys won Super Bowl XXVII by a
score of 52 to 17. It.was.a game wrought
with tension, drama, and turn overs. But
none of that really matters. The game
could have been won by Buffalo to the
same score, and the real winners, or los-
ers would remain the same. Bugs Bunny
summedit up well thislastevening when
he and the announcer said, "Our heroes
made the world safe for,truth, justice,
and nice royalty checks from Nike."
Yes, that's all it was. Without Nike,
Pepsi, McDonalds, Subaru, Goodyear,
Masterlock, Budweiser, Gilette, Fedeml
Express, Miller Light, Lee Jeans/Reebok,
Lay's Potato Chips, and Lexus car com-
pany; without those there wouldn'thave
. been a Super Bowl. Everything else.:—
every play,: every.pass; every intercep-
. tion, and every kickoff return. — these
are simply illusions of the greater goal: to
sell deodorant, or whatever. It then is
: ironic that even the illusion is beginning
to recognize itself, no more dramatically
stated than when the announcer at the
end of the first quarter said, "Nike will
replay Bugs and Mikey, for those of you
just watching for the commercials."'
But the entertainment sales pitch
is not reserved for the time-outs and
ends of quarters any more. No, with the
sassy wit and infallible intelligence of
Dick Enberg, and the mind reading skills
of Bob Trumpy, we are further sold into
the illusion. Listen to this amazing trivia
that Enberg just pulled "of f the top of his
h e a d " : •' . • •••••-•' ' - -• . -• : . ^ v
First of all, he determined that there
is a 1 in 64 chance that the Bills would win
the coin toss 6 times in a row — as they
did all 5 in practice, and once for the real
thing. Then he pointed out the amazing
coincidence that on this, one of the main
fields they used in college, there were 7
UCLA players in this Super Bowl! Fur-
ther, the, instant that Dallas scored the
third touchdown of the game, Dick
pointed outthatlhatwastheMOST num-
ber of points scored in an opening quar-
ter of a Super Bowl. All this is designed to
impress us! "Wow!" We're supposed to
say, "look at this God on NBC!" As the
statisticians run frantically from their
computers hooked to gargantuan data
night was inescapable. You had the Buf-
falo Bills-— a team named a f ter a legend-
ary cowboy—and then the Dallas Cow-
boys, battling each other for the world
championship. To complement this ri-
valry of the old west, we have Garth
Brooks — country singer and cowboy
extraordinaire — singing the national
anthem. We're getting back to our basic
national roots —the Cowboys are even
The biggest irony
of the night was that James Earl Jones"
— the quintessential definition of
Z-> "manhood" in my opinion
— was introducing Jackson —
the quintessential definition of...
bases, in who know where, to
deliver Dick is little points of inspired
insight. But maybe the most telling state-
ment of all was Enberg's subconscious
selling of NBC's tennis match coverage
for the upcoming year, when he said,
"Jim Courier, 22, the Australian Open
champ would fit right in this [Dallas '
Cowboys] crowd." This is designed so
that hopefully we think, "Gee, I like the
Cowboys, maybe I'll watch some tennis
on NBC, over tea, with Dick."
Bob Trumpy is amazing in a differ-
ent sort of way. He knows exactly what
they should have done after they've run
the play and it's not worked. A very
practical skill. He also has an uncanny
ability to know what both the teams,
both the coaches, all players, even all the
millions of fans, are thinking at any given
moment. This too is a most valuable as-
set, and it's no wonder NBC has kept him
on as a commentator. The theme of the
called "America's team." In this
Super Bowl, we believe in family, we
believe in God, and we believe in the
USA and its military F-18s flying proudly
overhead.
We're a bit confused about Michael
Jackson, though. The biggest irony of the
night was that James Earl Jones — the
quintessential definition of "manhood"
in my opinion — was introducing Jack-
son— the quintessential definition of...
well, that's the problem. Think about it,
James Earl Jones, the deep voice, the man
whoisalwayscastinapositionofpower;
he is jus t the lead in to the skinny, effemi-
nate Jackson; who actually had his voice
digitally lowered when he spoke to the
audience. (Why did you think he spoke
into a different microphone than he sang
into?) All this is not to say that the Super
Bowl was' not entertaining — it better
have been with all those companies pour-
ing billions into it—and I'd go so far as
to argue that it was educational.
What did I learn? First of all, this
new, and seemingly unnatural creation
called Pepsi Crystal is good, and we all
HAVE to go drink it "right now." Actu-
ally, lots of "crystal clear" things were
good this year. We had clear deodorant,
clear aftershave, clear smelling col ogne,
and by the end of the evening it was
clear that we had to spend our 5.1
months of fun drinking Pepsi products.
Unfortunately, the Illuminator failed to
clear up the Bud Bowl V, and it seems
that we are destined to have Bud Bowl
VI. It is unclear, on the other hand, why
Subaru felt compelled to hire Kirsty
Alley, the cold Rebecca Howe from
Cheers, to turn a nice little "what to
drive" car company into a totalitarian
monster with an identity crisis—we're
like a Porsche 911, but we're not like a
'Honda Accord, but we're like a more
expensive car, but we're not more ex-
pensive.... But maybe Subaru's identity
crisis is caused by the fact, as Federal
Express points out, that many execu-
tives are having identity crises of their
own—often imitating their secretaries.
But finally, and most importantly,
I learned that you should keep neither
mannequins, nor birds, near by if you
wear tight fitting jeans, and these are
the lessons I will remember always. It
was all sold to us, and if you watched
and remember even one of the images
that I've mentioned above, then they
got you. Next time you're at the shoe
store, or picking a soda, or buying some
tires, or some beer; next time you have
to make a choice as a consumer, you
will be influenced by this Super Bowl's
real message. Consumerism is the pivot
around which our lives revolve, we can't
help it, we're Americans. It doesn't
matter which team won the Super Bowl,
just which product won your heart, and
who will get the nicest roy al ty check. As
Porky Pig's contract states he has the
righto say, "That's all folks."
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A Christmas ~~Ijjj
With IRA Fun ^ "
continued from page 17 IHHHM
ing you can do about it, so you II^HHI
don't worry about it much. |»fl§H
People aren't afraid of the IRA I m H ^ H
bombers. They just don't like I M B B H
them. g^fflB
(I suppose, considering lf»j||B
ourproximity to Boston, I should Hmraf
bemorecarefulaboutwhatlsay |H||H|j |i
about the IRA. After all, Boston WBHf
is where most of the IRA's fund- |§pHili
ing comes from. I know-1 saw l̂ wBli
Patriot Games.) UHHii
Thebiggestproblemwith W|1IH|W
the Christmas bombing cam- B w B l l
paignisthehavocit wreaks with ISlWlBlB
the transportation system. The HHH
Tube and bus services, which H I ^ H H
Londoners rely on to an extent fflHiBM
almost unknown in the United [8 | | |MMJ
States, are disrupted frequently jffljj§|jj§|
and for long periods of time. I——————
Stations are constantly being Engl
closed down due to bomb fairly high
threats, trains held up, traffic haveanext
snarled, and busses diverted. tion systen
One evening I had 9:00 cine systen
dinnerreservationswithafriend still out), 1
of mine, and I set out to meet showers a
The United States certainly has its share ofproble
men for example. Also drugs, crime, a failing a
AIDS spring to mind. On the other hand, almost
world has the same problems, and every other cou
sized populations has them a lot worse.
another friend for a drink be- watch mov
forehand. The ride on the tube we do, we;
was only four stops, ordinarily ours, drive
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Thriller At Wesleyan Highlights Women's Hoops
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Edilor
Trinity Women's Hoops team con-
tinues to be the most exciting game on
campus. The Bants played three close
games this week and, unfortunately,
came up on the tail end of two of them.
On Tuesday, Trinity traveled to
perennial powerhouse, Western Conn.,
and fell by five 74-69 in overtime. On
Thursday, the team went to Wesleyan
for the final meeting of the O'Connell
twins. The Bants got two foul shots from
Kathy Moynagh '93 with :03 seconds
showing on the clock to take a 72-70
victory. Saturday night, Trinity hosted
Conn College in a battle between two of
the better teams in the state, with the
Camels coming away with the 62-59 vic-
tory. - . •
• . It was an emotional game for the
OjConnell sisters on Thursday night. The
twins, who hail from Arlington Mass.,
and played together throughhigh school,
would be playing their last collegiate
game against one another. Lisa's '93
Bants entered the night with a 5-4 advan-
tage in head to head compitition over
Lynne's Cardinals, and Lynne was look-
ing for an even split in the series.
Amazingly, there were two more
sets of sisters involved in the game.
Wesleyan boasts the Palmer twins.
Sophomore forwards from Decatur Ga.
who will be forces in the NESCAC for the
next two seasons. Trinity has their own
set of sisters as well, the Kupa's. Jackie
'93, has started for much of the season,
and Stephanie '96 has been forced to the
bench by a knee injury,but is a future star
for the Bants.
Trinity came into the game with a
9-3 record, and even though Wesleyan
was only 3-9, the Cardinals had been
improving alj season. Trinity jumped
out early. The Bants pounded the ball
inside to Jen Hadfield '94, who has been .
the; team's leading scorer all season, -i
When Wesleyan's 2-3 zone collapsed too
tightly around Hadfield, who finished
with 23 points, Trinity looked for the
three. For the game, the Bants made nine
threes to only one for Wesleyan. It was a
critical statistic as BJ Toolan '95 was 4 for
7 beyond the line and Moynagh banged
home a remarkable 5 Of 7 threes.
Bantam hoop fans had something
to cheer about early. The sharp shooting
In her first game in nearly three weeks, Kate Axmstrong '94 scored five
points in Trinity's 62-59 loss to Conn College.
Moynagh coupled withHadfield'sstrong
work inside gave the Bants a 40-33 half-
time lead. Trinity exploded at the start of
the second half and built a 56-43 lead
with, just over 12 minutes to play. After
a-Wesley'an,timeout; the game changed
dramatically, however. The Cardinals
turned up their defensive intensity a few
notches, created some turnovers, and
went on a 19-5 run to take a 62-61 lead
with about four minutes to go.'
The teams traded hoops the rest of
the way." With 24 seconds left, and the
score tied at 70, Lynne O'Connell was
fouled by Lisa O'Connell. Lynne went to
the line with the chance to give the Car-
dinals a lead, but missed the front end of
a one and one. The Bants rebounded the
miss. Trinity was unable to free up a
shoo ter, and were fortunate when a Car-
dinal defender knocked the ball out of
bounds with 6 seconds to go.
Toolan inbounded to Moynagh
who was fouled while attempting an off
balance three. Under the rules instituted
by the NCAA last season, Moynagh
would have three chances from the foul
line. She missed the first one, and
Wesleyan called time out. During the
time out, Coach Mo Pine talked to the
team while Moynagh paced the side line
and collected her thoughts. Moynagh
swished the next two. Moynagh then
stole Wesleyan's inbounds pass, and the
Bants had secured the 'W'.
For the game, Moynagh finished
with 24 points, Hadfield 23, and Toolan
14. Lisa O'Connell had 5, and did a fine
job limitingher sister to 10 points. Lynne
played the entire game, dished out nine
assists, and orchestrated Weselyan's sec-
ond half comeback.
The Bants other two games were
just as exciting, but not nearly as
satisifying. Westernhad beaten the Bants
79-65 in the finals of the Nutmeg Classic
earlier in the season, and Trinity went to
Danbury with revenge on its mind. How-
ever, Western, 13-2 at the time and ranked
nationally, had other ideas. It was close
from the outset, with Western taking a
37-33 lead at the half, Trinity used
Hadfield inside to combat the balanced
scoring of Western. Western made nine
threes to only four for the Bants, but
Hadfield kept the Bants close down the
stretch.
The home fans gave Western the
boost they needed in OT, and Trinity was
outscored 7-2 during the third stanza in
falling 74-69. Hadfield finished with 24.
Moynagh added 16, and Toolan hit 3
threes on her way tol3. O'Connell added
6 and Patty Sarmuk '95 had 6, too.
Trinity battled Conn College on
Saturday night. The Camels are another
team headed to the pos tseason, and Trin-
ity hung with them. The Bants wel-
comed back forward Kate Armstrong
'94, who had missed seven games with a
knee injury. Armstrong had five points'
and looked strong in her first game in
almost three weeks. Onceagain the Bants
found themselves down at the half, but
only by four 29-25. All game, Trinity
looked to get the ball into Hadfield, but a
tall Conn team held her to 15.
The Bants tied the score at 59 with
40 seconds to go, but Conn got a layup
and a foul shot, and held the Bants score-
less down the stretch tp take the victory.
Todlnnhad a couple threes and lOpoints.
Moynagh added 8 and O'Connell 7.
The Bants are currently mired in
the toughest part of their schedule. To-
night they are at Clark. Then, this week-
end they will go to Maine to square off
against Bates and Colby. How thelO-4
Bants fare this week may determine if
they will experience 'March Madness' in
the ECAC Tournament.




Although theTrinity men's hockey
team turned in two gobd-perfbrmances
this weekend, the Bantams came up short
in both games, losing a heartbreaker to
Babson on Friday and a grudge match to
St. Anslem's on Saturday. The two losses
push Trinity that much further away
from playoff hopes, and add to their
overall frustrating year.
On Friday, Trinity came out hot,
taking an early 2-1 lead on Babson at the
first intermission on goals by John
Snicinski'93 and Patrick Bruno'95.
At the start of the second, Trinity
took full advantage of Babson's sluggish
play and registered two early tallies. The
goals, scored by freshman Casey Kutner
and sophomore Jon Oglebay, put Trinity
on top and in control at 4-1.
Yet, as has been the case with the
entire season, the Bants could not hold
onto their lead, and Babson stormed back
to tie the game at 4-4. Then junior Eric
Mc'Granahan scored, early into the third
to regain the lead for Trmvty at 5-4.
the effort would come up short,
however, as Babson came back to score
the equalizer and the eventual
gamewinner in the last two minutes of
P lav- . ;, . ' ,
After losing such a heartbreaker to
Babson, Trinity had a tough time geeting
their heads into the game with St.
Anslem's the next day. By the end of the
first period, Trinity was tied with St.
Anslem's at 2-2 on goals by sophomores
Pat Ashe and Jon Oglebay.
Again, as if it were dejavu, Trinity
could not stay in the game, and eventu-
ally lost 6-2. Though in a losing effort,
good showings were turned in by sopho-
more Jordy Davis and freshman Bill
Hogan.
Though the team is in a rut nearing
the end of their season, optimism is still
apparent in the players. When asked
what kind of effect the losses would have
on the team, Pat Ashe '95 responded by
saying, " The losses definitely hurt our
chances for the playoffs, but we have
some games left that we can win, and
we'll get the job done. We are all looking
forward to Conn College next weekend
so that we can show the fans that we're
for real." : ,
The Bantams play at Conn College




All week at Vernon Street
Mon-Thurs 1-4, 6:30-9:30
Late Night at Marriot
Mon,Thurs, &Sun10-12
NEW Workshop Coming IIP: "Please Take Notes"
This workshop will help you to take notes that are easily
accessible and will save you time when you study.
February 9 From 4:15-5:30
The Writing Center » 115 Vernon Street
Drop in or call x2468 for an appointment.
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Profile: Wrestler Matt Pedersen Peisevetes
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer
Occasionally in the sport-
ing world we see a young, inex-
perienced sports team getting
thrashed by stronger opponen ts
year after year. Finally that team
stops getting bullied around and
begins dishing out the punish-
mentinsteadofreceivingit. You
cannot help wondering what
those athletes must have felt like
before they got a taste of suc-
cess. What motivated those ath-
letes to endure such severe ad-
versity and continue to com-
pete? Senior wrestler Matt
Pedersen's story answers that
question.
Matt Pedersen began
wrestling in seventh grade in
his hometown of Bainbridge Is-
land, Washington. Mattnotonly
wrestled on his junior high and
high school teams, he also
wrestled on a club team for five
years. But near tragedy struck
Matt his senior year in high
school.
While wrestling he suf-
fered a fractured vertebrae and
was placed in a body cast for the
rest of the season. Aninjurythat
serious would discourage most
people to continue athletics, let
alone wrestling. Matt, though,
could not give up the sport he
loved so much.
When Matt began look-
ing at colleges the bottom line
was that he had to wrestle.
Knowing this, you would think
such a talented and experienced
wrestler like Matt would not
look at Trinity. Why should he?
Trinity was going thrpugh a
major rebuilding process. The
head coach, Sebastian Amato,
was only in his third year as
head coach, and when Matt ar-
rived in 1989, there were only
five wrestlers. Matt recalls that,
"of those five wrestlers, three
were freshmen. And my second
year we only had seven or eight
guys." Now Trinity has 24 men
on their roster. So why did Matt
decide on such a program? He
explains, "I wanted to come to a
team that was rebuilding. I
wanted to wrestle. If I came to
Trinity I could wrestle."
Matt's wishes were not
granted immediately. He caught
mono and missed all of the
matches before the Christmas
break. When he finally began to
wrestle during the second se-
mester, he had only four other
teammates. Coach Amato ex-
plains, "[With only five wres-
tlers] you don't have a chance to
win as a team. It's hard to come
into a room everyday under
those conditions and compete."
Matt's sophmore season
was another trial for his will.
After wrestling half of the first
semester, he broke his hand over
the break and had to miss a
couple of weeks. Undaunted,
Matt continued to wrestle.
All the pain and adversity
finally paid off for Matt and
Trinity's wrestling program last
season. The Bantams finished
the season a respectable 5-9-1
and placed eighth at the New
England Championships, finish-
ing above perennial powers MIT
and Wesleyan.
Matt's personal record
was a fantastic 17-7-1, and he
placed fourth at the New En-
' gland Championships. At the
Championships, he earned the
"Fastest Pin Award" for pinning
his opponent in only 16 seconds.
Matt also gained the team's.Most
Improved Award along with the
Greatest Contribution Award,
each voted on by his teammates.
Entering the 1992-.93 sea-
son Matt couldn't help feeling
optimistic. He is technically the
only senior on the team and is
the team captain. Yet so far, for
Matt personally, "it has been
disappointing." In the first tour-
nament of the season, Matt ad-
vanced to the finals, but injured
his knee, forcing him to miss the
rest of the semester, Inthemean-
time,Mattinjuredhis other knee,
making it very painful for him
to wrestle.
In addition to the injuries,
Matthas had trouble competing
in his new weight class. Matt
was wrestling in the 190 lb. divL-
sion last year, but Coach Amato
thought the team would be
stronger if he droppped down
to the 177 lb. class, enabling
Tucker MacLean (who won the
New England Championships
in the 1771b. class) to move up in
weight. Matt admits that he
feels "too weak" in the 177 lb.
division. The good news is that
this past Saturday, Matt and
Tucker switched back to their
respective weight classes of a
year ago.
Despite his individual
troubles, Ma tt claims this is," the
best year I've had here. It is ex-
citing for us. We are earning
other teams respect. Before,
opponents looked at Trinity as a
win. Guys are now getting
ranked." It's a thrill for Coach
Amato to see someone who has
worked so hard for the team
finally gain some vindication for
his efforts.
Wrestling captain Matt Pedersen. SUZANNE FALLENDER
Coach Amato classifies
Matt as, "a more defensive wres-
tler. He is the best technical
wrestler I've had at Trinity. He
knows the sport inside out." As
amatterof fact,Matt's technique
is so good Coach Amato admits,
"I sometimes have Matt demon-
strate moves for the team."
Maybe even more impor-
tant are Matt's leadership skills.
This is a young wrestling team,
and the younger Bants have
learn a great deal from Matt.
Coach Amato says Matt is, "the
bestcaptaini'veeverhad. He is
a lotaJ team player."
Off the mat, Matt (sorry,
no pun intended) is a studio arts
major. After graduation, hesays,
"I hope to teach at a private
school inNew England. Iwould
like to teach art and coach wres-
tling." Based upon what I heard
from Coach Amato, Matt would
be an excellent wrestling coach.
Matt believes he has
gained plenty from his expert
ence at Trinity. "It has been
character building to stick with
it. A lot of wrestlers didn't see
anything in ^Trinity wrestling].
Even when 1 was down trusyear,
there was no way I could leave
i t. Wres tling is; us t very impot-
tanttbme."
Bantam Grappleis Pin AIC, Fall To WNEC At Trinity
TheAIC match looked toBY ADAM DUNN
Sports Writer
Trinity Wrestling's tri-
meet last Tuesday gave a good
illustration of the past, present
and future of grappling at Trin-
ity College. AIC arrived with
only six varsity wrestlers. West-
ern New England College
(WNEC) on the other hand, has
been one of the top squads in
New England. Although Tues-
day proved to be a lukewarm
showing for Trinity, this year's
Bantams are an improving team.
be a prime opportunity for Trin-
ity to flex its developing muscles
with a dominating .win. Trinity
ran into a couple of snafu's from
the beginning, however. Brian
Roberts'95, who has posted a 7-
3 record in dual meets this year
and appears to have a legitimate
shot at the New England title,
sustained a knee injury earlier
in the week. Instead of starting
the meet with almost a sure vic-
tory and possibly a pin, Trinity
was down 6=-0 after a Roberts
forfeit.
At 126 freshman Mike
Zaino took a tough loss to the
AIC wrestler. 134 pounder Jer-
emy Burden '94 returned after
missing last week's action due
to illness. Burden, still not 100%,
dropped a 12-7 decision. Jake
Shaw '95 lost handily to AIC's
best wrestler at 142.
After four matches, what
should have been a easy victory
with AIC forfeiting the upper
three weight classes, threatened
to be a humiliating Trinity loss.
Sophomore Bob Bligh accepted
a forfeit at 150 and the score
Paul Moorer '95 lunges for his opponent during last Tuesday s
stood Trinity 6, AIC 19. The next
two matches would decide the
meet. .-.-.- >.
Freshman ' Vass
Eliopoulos (158) has wrestled
tough all year, but struggled as
most freshmen do making the
transition from high school to
college. He may not have real-
ized thata Trinity victory hinged
on his performance, but he
wrestled as if he did, chalking
up the first Bantam victory of
the day. The match stayed ex-
tremely close throughout.
Eliopoulos came back and col-
lected riding time to record the
clutch 6-5 victory.
. Eliopoulos's victory en-
sured the team win by virtue of
three upper weight class forfeits.
Freshman Jason Teebagy's bout
could salvage Trinity's prideand
finish the AIC match on a high
note. Teebagy, who seems to
have taken over the 167 spot
vacated by last year's captain
Jack Kirkpatrick, came out
strong and recorded a dominant
13-4 major decision. The final
score: Trinity 31, AIC 19.
Trinity coach Sebby
Amato takes each year's match
with WNEC personally. Amato
graduated from WNEC and won
a New England Championship
under WNEC coach Skelton.
Unfortunately, Trinity has, not
quite reached the level of
Amato's alma matter. Trinity
looked to carry their momen-
tum from AIC over with a strong
showing against WNEC.
After forfeiting 118,Zaino
stepped out at 126. Zano began
wrestling la teinhighschooland
this year is only his third year of
wrestling overall. CoachAmato
expects big things from this rap- ,
idly improving grappler in the
future, but against his WNEC
opponen t he was overma tched.
Burden showed signs of life in
his 134 pound bout but suc-
cumbed to a late scoring bar-
rage in the third period to lose
12-4. Junior Paul Moorer has
had a roller-qoaster ride during
his three years at Trinity, show-
ing signs of brilliance on occa-
sion, but Tuesday he lost a ma-
jor decision to the WNEC cap-
tain at 142. Moorer and Shaw
split time at 142 with heated
wrestle-offs from week to week.
After accepting a forfeit
against AIC, sophomore Bob
Bligh stepped into the circle
ready to show WNEC why he is
currently Trinity's hottest wres- .
tier. This semester Bligh has
been spectacular. Lastweekend
atWPIheposted twoupsetwins
against top New England fin-
ishers at 150. He pinned an:
undefeated wrestler from Wil-
liams and recorded another im-
pressive victory against WPI. At
the onset of the WNEC match,
Bligh appeared to surrender a
takedown, but immediately af-
ter the official signaled for two
points Bligh hit his trademark
move. Bligh rested tenuously
with his legs on the mat and the
WNEC manholdinghim around
the waist. Bang! Bligh elevated
Please turn to page 23
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Satoday Loss To Com College Mans Perfect Week...
Men's Basketball Escapes WPI, Routs Vassar
BY BOB HOWARD
Dave Jones '94 goes above the rim for two of his 18 against Conn College. BENKADLEC
Swimmers Top Wheaton
BY BETH FENWICK, DAVE LYNCH,
AND MATT PETERSON .
Sports Writers
Both the Men's and Women's Swim
teams continued their impressive form
of late with a weekend drubbing of
Wheaton College in Massachusetts.
The Women won by a decisive
margin of 124.5-95.5. Once again, the
relay teams proved reliable early on for.
Trinity.
Trinity started off strongly with a
win in the 200 medley relay. Co-captain
Crissy Hewitt '93, Leslie Orlando '95,
Caitlin Corbiere '96, and Cheryl
Buchanan '95 teamed up to win by .70
seconds. Trinity's second 200 medley
team of Ann Lyons '93, Jodie Gaudet '96,
Lynn Wolff '93, and Nicole Komposch
'96 took third place.
BethDowner'95,inherusualstyle,
took first place in the 200 yard freestyle.
Co-captain Renee Mailloux '93 was close
behind in third place. Downer also won
the 500 freestyle by an impressive 12
seconds. Buchanan added to her contri-
butions by capturing the 50 yard
freestyle.
Unfortunately, the events in the
middle of the meet were more challenge
ing. In the 100 individual medley relay,
Stephanie Cope '94 lost by .3 seconds to
her Wheaton opponent. Although she
was touched out for the win, this slight
loss was not a threat because Cope, Or-
lando, and Wolff placed second, third
and forth in the event. Freshman Shara
Abraham continued her strong diving,
helping Trinity keep the lead by earning
a tie in the one meter dive.
Trinity lost the following two
events, the 100 fly and the 100 freestyle.
In the 100 fly, Cope came in second by .89
seconds. In the 100 free Buchanan, al-
ways a persistent contender, placed sec-
ond by .61 seconds. In these events, "all
swimmers achieved some of their best
times for the season," said Mailloux.
Cope and Downer were able to
pull Trinity from a potential defeat with
wins in the 200 yard backstroke and 500
free respectively. Also, Trinity won the
100 yard breaststroke behind power
swimmer Sarah Stuckey '95.
Trinity, though challenged heavily
halfway through the meet, was able to
rally decisively for the victory.
With their win over Wheaton, the
men's swim team has rallied to win three
of their last four meets. Saturday, the
team scored a decisive victory, dominat-
ing nearly every event.
Junior Luke McCarthy turned in
his usual strong performance, taking
three firsts in the 1001.M. (59.20 sec), the
500 free-style (5:33.45), and the lOObreast-
stroke (105.72). Senior tri-captain Dave
Lynch, who has been dominant in the
backstroke of late, won the lOD Back in
57.90, finished second behind McCarthy
in the 100 I.M., and paced the winning
final 400 freestyle relay.
Sophomore Jeff Pennington con-
tinued to swim well taking firsts in the 50
(22.66) and 100 free (49.55), and swam as
anchor on the winning medly relay. Also
producing notable performances were
Eric Jewett, '95, who won both the 1 and
3 meter diving competitions, and sopho-
more Jared Von Arx, who won the 200
freestyle (158.38).
The Bantam's relays completely
overpowered Wheaton, winning the 200
medley and 400 freestyle events, both by
several body lengths^ Swimming well in
the relays were, freshmen Eric Graham
and Tom Appleton, senior tri-captains
Rob Lenois and Jon Nusbaum, and sopho-
more Wayne Ogerzalek.
Next Saturday both teams will face
the Camels of Conn College in New Lon-
don in what will be one of the biggest
meets of the year.
Sports Editor
The Trinity Men's Basketball team
continued to bounce through an up and
down season. The Bants entered the
weekataneven5-5. On Wednesday they
ventured up to Worcester, Mass, and
beat the WPI Engineers 68-59. The vic-
tory improved the Bants record away
from Oosting gym to 4-2. In basketball,
as in most sports, it is generally believed
to be easier to win in one's own building
than on your opponent's court, but this
season, the Bants have rarely behaved as
one would expect.
True to form, Trinity returned
home on Saturday night only to be
downed by the hot shooting Camels from
Connecticut College 88-73. The loss was
the worst home loss of the season for the
Bants, who in their three previous home
losses had not fallen by more than three
points.
On Sunday, the team travelled to
Vassar for an afternoon contest and came
out on top of 96-54 decision. The victory
gave the Bants a 2-1 week and a 7-6
record overall. You may have seen them
on NBC between the Celtics-Lakers game
and the Super Bowl.
The win at WPI was a big one for
Trinity. The Bants were coming off a
disappointing loss at home versus Tufts,
and the Engineers, who are as big as the
Bants, could have posed problems in-
side. But: Trini ty go t s trong preformances
from centers and tri-captains Pieter
VanderHeide '93 (12 points) and Doug
Rausch '93 who helped neutralize the
WPI inside game. With the' Big men
doing the job defensively, Dane Aiken
'95 and Troy McKelvin '96 carried the
offense. Aiken threw in 17, and McKelvin
16, and both hit clutch foul shots down
the stretch.
Aiken has been playing exception-
ally well of late. He has been a monster
on the boards. Offensively, Aiken can
play both inside and outside, and at 6'5"
he is taller and quicker than the small
forwards he plays against. One aspect of
his game Ihathas improved by leaps and
bounds since last season is his foul shoot-
ing. Last season he made only one of
eight foul shots ina game at Coast Guard.
However, this season he almost single
handedlybea t Wesleyanby hitting seven
clutch free throws down the stretch.
Trinity out-worked the Engineers
to build a six point lead at half time. When
the Bants came out running to open the
second half, a VanderHeide dunk gave
them a 15 point lead, and it looked like
this one was over. Trinity may have
become too complacent, and its game
started to sour. WPI was able to cut the
lead down to one. Trinity kept fighting,
however, and the clock forced WPI to
start fouling. The Bants hit their foul
shots to pull away and win by 9,
Tilings didn't go quite as well for
Trinity last Saturday night. Trinity and
Conn College played an even game for
eighteen minutes, then the Camels went
on a 15-2 run to close the half. The
Bantams were daring the Camels to shoot
open three pointers all game, and when
Conn College started knocking them
down, the Bants couldn't adjust their
defense. The score at the half was 45-31
in favor of Conn.
Trinity has been prone to lapses in
concentration all season, however, re-
cently it has been prevalent just before
halftime. Those inatlendance when Trin-
ity hosted Tufts may remember that Trin-
ity trailed by 6 with four minutes to go in
the half, then found themselves down by
15 at the half.
The Bants may have been over-
confident coming into the game against
Conn College. After all, just over two
weeks ago, Trinity crushed the Camels
by 18 in the consolation game of the
Liberty Bank Classic at Wesleyan. How-
ever, after being thoroughly out-played
to end the firsthal f, many spectators may
have wondered if the Bants had any
Please turn to page 23 '
$10 Off!
Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher
education. $24 midweek. $29 weekends. $34 holidays. So you*
can save $ 1O every day but holidays (when you'll still save
$5), and you'll also get up to 92 exciting trails,'a 12-passenger
gondola, plus all the extracurricular fun you can handle.
Now, how's that for financial aid?
Current ana ident.r.aoiy valid college photo ID required at time of purchase. l( your college ID
has no photo, please provide other photo 10. Sorry- no pa, noli".
Sports At Trinity Thisp
* No Scheduled Home Sports At Trinity This Week ***.
Schedule of Winter sports to be
broadcast on WRTC 89.3 FM
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, Feb. 5 @ 7:30 p.m. @ Colby
Saturday, Feb. 6 @ 3:00 p.m. @ Bates
Saturday, Feb. 13 @ 7:00 p.m. @ Manhattanville
Tuesday, Feb. ,23 @ 7:30 p.m. @ Wesleyan
MEN'S HOCKEY
Friday, Feb. 12 ® 7:30 p.m. MIDDLEBURY
Tuesday, Feb. 16 @ 7:30 p.m. CONN. COLLEGE
Friday, Feb. 19 @ 7:30 p.m. IONA
Free Ice Time
There is still a chance to skate for free at the Kingswood-Oxford rink. A Trinity ID and
a pair of skates (no rentals available) are all that's needed from 12:45 - 2:30 on Sundays Feb 14
and 21. For more information call Ferris.
Athlete of the Week
This week's Athlete of the Week is swimmer Luke McCarthy '94, whose three victories
in the meet against Wheaton this past Saturday helped lead the Men's Swim team to their third
victory in their last four meets. McCarthy took first in the 100IM (59.20), 500 FREE (5:33.99),
and the 100 BREAST (1:05.92). All season long McCarthy has been a top point gainer for the
team and his efforts are deservedly recognized. Congratulations, Luke on being named the



























































































































Wesleyan Women's Basketball Coach Kate Mullin is
partial to twins. Not only does she have a twinsister,butshe
activily recruits twins. On January 28, The Cardinals hosted
Trinity and Bantam guard Lisa O'Connell '93 squared up
against her twin sister Lynne of Weselyan for the tenth and
final lime in their careers. Starting along side Lynne for the
Cardinals were the Palmer twins '95, Allison and Angie. In
addition, Wesleyan forward Ayana Smith has a twin sister
who plays hoop elsewhere. The Bants don't have their own
set of twins, but would you settle for a pair of sisters? Jackie
Kupa'93 started for Trinity, and younger sister Stephanie'96
sal injured on the bench. Between the two teams, three sels
of sisters play, and at least one of four sets of twins were
involved in the game.
MacLean, Bligh Star
Conitinued from page 21
then flipped his hips on top of
the WNEC man in what is
called a Mills, after the Olym-
pian who created the move.
The result, Bligh went on to
winhismatchimpressivelyll-
4 and improved his dual meet
record to 9-2.
Eliopoulos ended his
day on the wrong side of a 18-
7 decision at 158. Teebagy
could not repeat his earlier
strong performance and lost a
decision at 167. Captain Matt
Pedersen's match/and those
following it, were for pride
alone because following
Teebagy's loss the score stood
at 27-3, and even three pins
would give WNEC the win.
Pedersenbegan his bout
on the wrong foot giving up a
takedown, back points and an
escape. However, Pederson
fought back fiercely in the
third period, reversing his
opponent and exposing his
back in a tilt. Time ran out on
Pedersen's comeback as the
final score was 6-5.
Sophomore phenom
Tucker MacLean recorded the
only Trinity pin of the after-
noon. He pulled his retreat-
ing adversary back onto the
mat in the final seconds of the
first period to record a pin in
2:56. His record stands at an
impressive 11-1.
Sophomore Adam
Ondricek, a first year wrestler,
forfeited the heavyweightbou t
because of a rib injury sus-
tained earlier in the week.
Ondricek had never wrestled
before this fall, but he repre-
sents a potentially important
piece of the new Bantam team.
At 220 pounds , Odricek
posseses tremendous strength
and a genuine desire to be-
come a competitive wrestler.
If he realizes his goal, Trinity
will have its first true heavy-
weight in recent memory.
Although coach Amato
expessed disappointment with
Tuesday's performance, he re-
mains convinced that Trinity
wrestling's days as a losing
program are numbered.
This team is undoubt-
edly stronger and more deter-
mined than its predecessors.
With the grapplers record at5-
7 the team only needs one more
victory to match last year's 5-9
total.
Looking to tight losses
to Weslyan and MIT, tradi-
tionally strong New England
teams, Amato feels the team is
on the edge of something bet-
ter. "We've lost some close
matches we never would have
been in." Only one home
match remains, and it will be
held for the first time in the big
gymnasium on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 13 at noon.
Aiken And McKelvin Shine For Bants
Continued from page 22
confidece at all.
Trinity played a decent
second half. Unfortunately, so
did Conn. The Bants, put on
their press, and behind some
strong defense by ti>raptain
Mark O'Day '93, got the lead
down to as few as seven. Late
foul shots by the Camels gave
them the fifteen point victory,
however. The Bants were led
by Dave Jones '94 with 18
points. Aiken added 14. Greg
Haffner '94 had 12, McKelvin
9, VanderHeide 8, and Jeff
Almcdia '94 7.
On Super Bowl Sunday,
Trinity journeyed to Vassar for
an afternoon contest, Vassar-
kept within ten points of the
Bants before a Bantam burst
gave Trinity a 14 point lead al
the half. McKelvin, named the
BP Goodrich player of the game
for his 15 point effort, led the
Bants on a 12-0 run to open the
second and Trinity neverlooked
back.
Other scorers for Trinity
were Haffner with 15, Spencer
Grimes '96 11, Mark Lolly'96
7, Al Carbone '95 8, Pat Kinder
'95 8, Aaron Burrows '95 6,
Chris Smith '96 8, and Steffan
Tomlinson '94 6.
Trinity heads to Worces-
ter tonight to tackle Clark, and
the nation's leading Division
HI scorer, Larry Norman, who
averages just over 30 points a
game. Friday the Bants will
play Colby at 7:30 and Satur-
day Trinity will look to get
past Bates at 3:00. Those games
will be broadcast on WRTC
89.3 al their respective (imes.
Successful Road Trip For Squash
Continued from page 24
into Trinity's number four
spot. However, once again
Trinity robbed them of the
chance, and thoroughly beat
them 7-2.
There were many high-
lights to this match. One of
them being Ka te Whitemore's
'95 match against F&M's
tough number two,
Whitemore won 3-2 with a
superior comeback, 12-15,15-
7, 18-16, 15-12, and.16-15.
Whitemore's close match was
essential to the team's victory.
Sarah Hammond '93,
the team's number one player,
also played an extremely
strong match against Margo
Green. Green has won the
Princeton Invitational, a com-
peti tion between the top sixteen
collegiate players in the coun-
try. Hammond unfortunately
lost 3-1, but her effort was com-
mendable.
Dyson, who plays num-
ber three, and Courtney Dann
'95, at number four, both went '
to five games. Dyson was able
to pull her match out with some
excellent play,but Dann lost her
match in the last point of the tie
breaker.
Chick also won her F&M '
match despite a painful shin in-
jury. With the help of numbers
six through nine, Trinity was
again able to win four quick
matches,and all of thesemalches
were won in three games.
Coach Bartlett con-
cluded, "This weekend really
was a gallant display of men-
tal toughness and stamina.
The crowds, the traveling, the
different courts, and the com-
petitive level of play could
have had serious detrimental
effects on the team, but in :
stead the whole team really
rose to the occasion. Both
matches were important to our
overall goal to move up in the
rankings/and also to defeat
twostrong, competitive teams
is always a great feeling."
The team returns to ac-
tion on February 6 when they
will face both Williams and
Tufts at Tufts University.
TRIPOD SPORTS




30th, the Men's Squash team
extended its winning streak to
four consecutive victories by
convincingly defeating both
Vassar and Franklin& Marshall
at home before spectator-filled
stands.
Vassar was Trinity's first
victim on this day of marathon
squash. The Bantams dismissed
Vassar expediently with an im-
pressive 9-0 victory, and Trinity
lost only three games through-
out the entire match, Vassar
glaringly lacked Trinity's
strength through the middle of
the ladder, and Trinity was
clearly the stronger team.
Despite Trinity's overall
superiority, Vassar did have a
strong number one player who
met senior and co-captain Justin
McCarthy. However,McCarthy
was prepared for the challenge,
and played impressive squash
to defeat his opponent and old
rival 3-0..' Overall, the team
maintained its concentration
and played very well to pro-
duce this crushing victory.
After a two hour respite,
Trinity took to the courts again
to battle Franklin&Marshall.
The long standing Trinity-
Franklin&Marshall rivalry was
apparent in the intense atmo-
sphere of this match. In the past
few years, Trinity has beaten
Franklin&Marshall by a precari-
ous 5-4 margin, and this is tradi-
tionally a pivotal match in
Trinity's schedule. Moreover,
to further heighten pre-match
anxiety, between matches
sophomores Harrison Mullin
and Ryan O'Connell developed
untimely cases of the flu.
Of the firs t set of matches,
Trinity won four of five: Austin
Perkins '96, co-captain Chris
Hart '93, and Chris Felley '94
won their respective matches 3-
0, and Christian Bullitt '95 won
at the #9 position 3-1. However,
in three of the remaining four
matches, Trinity players were
down 1-2, and the all-important




the #5position3-l with the game
scores of 15-6,15-12,15-17, and
15-12.
McCarthy and Chris
O'Brien followed suit as they
battled back to win close
matches, and both seniors
played outstanding squash.
McCarthy defeated his oppo-
nent 3-2 with scores of 12-15,15-
13, 11-15, 15-8, and 15-9, and
O'Brien likewise won 3-2 with
the games scores of 15-9,12-15,
16-17,15-12, and 15-13.
With a final score of 7-2,
Men's Squash won this very
important match. McCarthy
said afterward of the match that,
"It could have gone either way.
We stepped up and played good
squash to win." Coach John
Anz was very happy with his
team's performance, and he was
especially pleased with its re-
sponse to the pressure. "When
the pressure is on, Trinity rises
to the occasion," he remarked.
With this win, Men's
Squash record now stands at 6-
2, and they look to continue their
winning streak. Thisweek,they
face Wesleyan on Wednesday
and Williams on Saturday, both
away.
\Vomen/s Squash Tops Perm, F&M
BY COURTNEY DANN
forts Writer
Over the weekend the
Womens' Squash team trav-
eled to Philadelphia and
Lancaster, Pennsylvania to
play the University of Penn-
sylvania and Franklin&
Marshall. Both schools have
been ranked justbelow Trinity
at number five and six in the
nation for the last few years,
and always are in hot pursuit
of Trinity. With the Bants re-
cent win against Yale, Trinity
has become the team to beat.
The Bantams successfully held
off Penn 7-2, and on Saturday
morning, Trinity beat F&M 7-
2. Both wins are instrumental
in Trinity's race to move up in
the women's squash rankings.
Coach Wendy Bartlett
was pleased with the team's
play. She stated, "This week-
end was extremely important to
us because all the teams below
us are now in even greater pur-
suit than usual. I really think
the team brought their level of
play up to meet the impending
challenge. Beating the teams that
are below us, like Penn, F&M,
Williams and Amherst, are go-
ing to be our primary concerns,
besides the huge match against
Princeton."
Co-captain Susie Dyson
'93 added, "Playing away on
other team's courts always has a
big impact on how the team can
play, and I think we really over-
came the different [tempera-
tures] of the courts and the
rowdiness of the crowds to pull
off two really strong wins this
weekend."
On Friday evening
against Penn, Amy Chick '93
won a very exciting match by
overcoming incredibly hot
court conditions and very loud
Penn crowds. In five games,
Chick, playing number five for
Trinity, won 3-2 with the game
scores of 14-17,15-8,15-10,12-
15, andl5-9. The lower half of
the ladder all played very im-
pressive matches. Whitney
LaMotte '95, Carolyn Young
'96, Megan O'Malley '96, and
Mary Tyler '94, numbers six
through nine respectively, all
won their matches in three
games, giving Trinity four
quick wins.
F&M has been lodged
firmly on Trinity's tail for the
past few years at number five,
and are always looking to move
Please turn to page 22
Austin Perkins '96 prepares to hit a forehand during
one of his two victories for the Men's Squash team in
last Saturday's sweep of Vassar and Franklin&Marshall.
Trinity Hockey Finally
At Home In Kingswood
Vvaat is tms, you ask^ lake a closer look. It's the new Bantam that can be seenon stJZANNE FAlUNli"
the surface of the ice rink at the Kingswood-Oxford School in West Hartford. It
represents just one of the new changes that can be found at the facility.
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Senior Editor
Trinity College and the
Kingswood-Oxford School have
signed a 10 year contract bring-
ing renovations to Kingswood's
hockey rink. The joint venture
has brought a new refrigeration
system, portable bleachers, im-
provements to the locker rooms,
and free recreational skating for
Trinity students.
According to Vice Presi-
dent for Finance Robert
Pedemonti, Trinity allocated
$300,000 for the renovations and
changes to the rink. The Friends
of Trinity Hockey plan to pay
back a fixed sum to the college
in the ensuing 10 years.
"It will become more of a
home rink," said Director of
Athletics Rick Hazelton. Trin-
ity banners are now hanging in
the rink and a Bantam has been
placed center ice.
Team members are hope-
ful that the changes will con-
tinue to bring more fans to the
home games. "The new stands
make it look really packed," said
Pat Bruno '95. "It really pumps
up the team to have a lot of fans
there to support us."
Reoccurring problems
with the rink a year ago made
the upgrades a pressing prior-
ity. The deterioration of the
pipes beneath the ice forced the
team to hold practices and play
the first portion of the season's
games at Wesleyan during the
fall of 1991. Under the current
agreement, the team will be able
in the coming years to begin
practice on November 1st.
The move has also ended
the ongoing discourse sur-
rounding the possibility of the
College building a new rink on
campus. After a deal to build a
rink on city owned land near the
campus fell through, the college
decided to pursue the
Kingswood route.
"Although we would
have preferred a new rink, this
was the best move possible,"
said Mr. Hazelton.
Trinity is presently one of
three NESCAC schools that does
not own a rink. Bates College in
Maine has plans to break ground
on a new rink within the coming
months. Tufts University is the
only other school without a
home rink facility.
Hazelton also stressed the
college's continued effort to
bring Trinity's athletic and rec-
reational facilities in competi-
tion with other schools in the
division. In the last 8-10 years
over $8 million dollars worth of
renovations have been per-
formed including a new outdoor
track, swimming pool, and
squash courts. Current changes
that will begin this spring in
Ferris include a new fitness cen-
ter and exercise room.
The arrangement is part
of an ongoing relationship with
K i n g s w o o d - O x f o r d .
Kingswood utilizes the squash
courts and swimming pool at
Ferris, and Trinity students par-
ticipate in coaching internships
at the school.
Trinity students are also
able to take advantage of free
skating time at the rink on Sun-
days during the winter. Remain-
ing Sundays available for free
skating during this winter in-
clude February 14 (Valentine's
Day) and 21.
